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INTRODUCTION
One of the few courses required of all Iowa State University undergraduate (UG)
students, whether American or international, is English 104, otherwise known as Freshman
English. Students must enroll in this course unless they test out and move on to English 105,
the second part of the two-part freshman composition program. In English 104, students learn
the basic essentials of academic writing, such as how to focus a topic, create a thesis, and
obtain supporting evidence for topic sentences. The five English 104 goals outlined in the
"Instructor's Manual for English 104-105" (Graham, 1995, pp. 3-4) consist of the following:
(1) Develop and describe [a students's] own writing process in language
understandable to other students and [his/her] instructor
(2) Make rhetorical choices based on the purpose and readers of a piece of writing
(3) Use different kinds of ^propriate evidence, including observation and print
sources
(4) Discover and use a variety ofwriting conventions, including sentence patterns,
paragraph arrangement, and organizational strategies
(5) Avoid sentence-level errors that are distracting or confusing to the reader
These goals are explored in a variety of writing assigimients ranging from observation to
summary to analysis. By the end of the semester, students should be proficient in all five
areas.
The majority of teaching staff membersresponsiblefor helping UGs achieve these
goals are relatively new to the field. Out of a total of 71 English 104 sections taught in the fall
semester of 1995 at Iowa State University, 44 were taught by 25 teaching assistants (TAs)
enrolled in M.A. courses and eight sectionswere taught by five TAs in a Ph.D. program. The
remaining 19 sectionswere taught by either temporaryinstructorsor tenure-track faculty
members. During the spring semester of 1996at ISU, six out of eight sections of freshman
English were taught by M.A. TAs while the remaining two were taught by a temporary
instructor. Teaching assistants are students themselves, attending graduate-level courses while
teaching composition, some for the first time. Few of them have received pedagogical or
linguistic training before they begin their assistantships.
The mandatory trainingprogramfor freshman EnghshTAs at Iowa State University
comprises two parts: a week-long introductionand a semester-long teaching seminar called
Proseminar (English 500). The introduction takesplace for a week in August before
universityclasses begin. Activities includea university-wide TA workshopfor TAs of all
disciplines, several sessions on teachingwith computers,a university tour, discussions about
social concerns (to increase awareness of student suicideand sexual harassment), and a
briefing on the general guidelines of freshman English (including course goals, suggested
assignments,and a course syllabus). Onehour is devoted to the issueof grading in which
TAs rank four studentessaysin orderof quality and latercompare the rankingorderwith the
entiregroup's. The resultof this grading exercise was an acknowledgement of inconsistency
among the raters.
English500, a three-credit course for new TAs, is taught by several professors or
adjunctfacultymembers whoserveasmentors to theTAs. Eachinstructor designs his/her
own approach to the course. Whileonemaychoose to emphasize a theoretical base, another
mayfavorappliedpedagogy. The instructors are responsible for teaching TAs threehoursa
week, observing the TAs' classrooms twice ina semester, and collecting sixfreshman English
papers from theTAs twice a semester to critique theirgrading/correcting style.
For some TAs, this is the first time they will consider the issue of assessment In
addition tothis experience, they will bepresented with information regarding departmental
grading procedures. First, before they begin teaching, they are told about grade inflation and
the necessity tobalance outthe freshman English students* grades sothat themajority will
receive Cs. Second, the TAs receive a list of basic criteria to use in grading student essays.
The four categories outlined in the Instructor's Manual (p. 17) are:
(1) Material: topic focus; sufficientsupport,evidence,and details; use of source
material (primary or secondary);logicalconstructionof an argum enL
(2) Organization: globalarrangementof ideas;a thesisor controlling idea;
paragraphing, cueing strategies; topic sentences andforecasting statements; transitions.
(3)Expression: level oflanguage,informal orformal;diction,absence ofclich^;
sentencevariety, tone.
(4) Correctness: conventional grammar and punctuation.
Correctness deservesspecialmentionbecause thefreshman Englishprogramhas established
standards for this particular area. Only one error is allowedfor every 100words. This
guideline implies that if a studentmakesmorethanfiveerrorsper five hundredwords, then
his/hergradewill be lowered. Yet, onlya tinyportionof themanualdealswith the
problematic issue of correctness and nonnative speakers (NNSs) of English:
For some students the persistenceof certain types of errors —such as misuse of
articles and prepositions —is to be expected. The same might be said of problems in
expression, particularlyindictionandsentencevariety. We feel that acknowledging
these problems does not create a double standard [between native speakers (NSs) and
NNSs] but rather accommodates realistically the persistent language problems of some
non-native speakers of English, (p. 15)
This quote leaves a lot of room open for each TA's interpretation. For instance, one TA might
view an error of a missing article as an issue of grammaticaiity whereas another TA may view
it as an issue of awkward expression. Depending on each teacher's view of the error, the
student could either lose points or the error could be ignored. In other words, for NNSs, the
four categories and correctness rules are not so clearly drawn as they are for NSs.
For my thesis research, I wanted to examine two questions concerning how first-year
TAs assess undergraduate NNSs' writing. First, when correcting international students' texts,
which aspectare English 104TAsmore concerned about: syntax or rhetoric? By "syntax,"I
am referring to languageon a locallevel. For instance, syntaxcouldconsistof preposition
errors, which while they may serveto irritate the readerwould not affect the reader's
imderstanding of the meaning of the sentenceor text. "Rhetoric," however, for our purposes,
represents languageon a global level. Errors made in this realm detractfrom themeaning of a
text. For example,if the writerdescribes the samepointover and over again, thenthe reader
could become confused about whether the point is the same or whether new points are being
addressed. Therefore, in this study, syntaxwill refer to the local level of language and rhetoric
will refer to the global level.
Second, what style does eachTA adoptwhen respondingto international students'
texts? Vaughan's study (1991) raised similar questions. She sought to explore what goes on
in trained raters' minds as they are assessing essays holistically. (See the Literature Review
section of this thesis for further discussion of holistic assessment.) On one hand, Vaughan
wanted to discover which aspects of syntaxand rhetoric, such as verb errors and content, the
raters were the most focused on. She did this by tabulating the frequency of each rater's
comments. Next, she examined which characteristic strategies the raters assumed when
responding to a student's text. For instance, did the raters trust their first impression in
evaluating the text or did they concentrate on two categories like organization and grammar?
She termed these strategies "style," Style represents various modes of response. For the
purpose of the present study, evaluative style was interpreted to mean the ways in which TAs
respond to students' texts, including their attitudes and methods of correction. Evaluative style
is significant because from it researchers can increase their understanding of not only what
teachers are responding to but also how particular attitudes are elicited from their responses.
Like Vaughan, I believe that by measuring the frequency of the raters' comments and by
examining the personalhabitsof styleeachassumes in the evaluation of a text, researchers
willgainmoreinsightinto theevaluative process of individual teachers. Morespecifically,
researchers will come to understand the logic behindeach teacher's assessment of students'
texts. This could, in turn, lead to a more consistent statement of criteria for evaluating such
texts.
Regarding the first question above, there is quite a bit of debate about syntax and
rhetoric and how much each should account for in a composition course's grading criteria.
Kroll (1990) cites Connors (1985) as leading the side to promote a balance between syntax and
rhetoric. He proposes devoting one's pedagogical life to improving the connection between
rhetoric and correctness. Kroll (1990), on the other hand, believes that this balancing act
confuses NNS students. Instead, she proposes to approach the two separately. In establishing
her methodology, she describes "rhetorical competence" as demonstrated in a student's paper
that (1) has a clear focus throughout, (2) contains effective paragraphs, (3) maintains
consistency, (4) constructs ideas using logical organization, and (5) stresses the use of
coherence and cohesion devices. Unlike her explanationof rhetoric, her explanation of
syntactic problems is not detailed. She refers to them as "frequent, elementary, and/or
distracting errors at the level of sentence grammar and sentence construction" (p. 44). In
applying her model of the rhetoric/syntax split to the freshman English criteria, material and
organization would be categorized under rhetoric while syntax would consist of expression and
correctness.
My second question concerns style: How do tfieTAs convey their responses verbally
and nonverbally when assessing a NNS's text? What attitudinal factors affect their interaction
with each student's text? When they correct the students' papers, do they favor formal
correction styles, merely stating the rule with the correction, or do they provide modeling, in
which they place the correction in its original context? An example ofmodeling would be if
the student wrote, "Money plays an essential role in people's life" and the teacher corrected it
byreplying, "Money plays anessential role inpeople's lives." In thecase of formal
correction, the teacherwouldrespond with "lives - it should beplural." In the first example,
the teacherwas correctingthe errorby using thecontextof theactual sentence, whereasin the
second example, theteacher was identifying the error itself. Another consideration within the
topic of styleis whetherTAsfavor theuse ofpersonal comments, inwhich theyinteract ona
person-to-person levelwith theirstudents* texts, ornonverbal comments, in which theyreact
to the texts with a grunt or laughteror a sigh. Nonverbal comments have underlyingmessages
ofjudgment, ofapproval or disapproval. Orarethe TAs insuch a hurry toendthetaskthat
theyskip over the students' words and ideas? These were themain questions I wantedto
consider in identifying each TA's unique evaluative style.
In the second chapter. LiteratureReview, I will compare andcontraststudies regarding
(1) how general facultymembersevaluateNNSstudents' texts, (2) howEnglish and ESL
(English as a secondlanguage) faculty members respond to NNS students' texts,and (3) how
new composition teachers assess students' texts ingeneral. Since I was unable to find studies
about how TAs assess international students' writing, I looked for trends in the above-
mentioned areas. For instance, I was hoping to find if professorsof general disciplines,
English professors,ESL professors, andnew composition faculty members tend to devote
more of their evaluative responses to the area of syntaxor the area of rhetoric. From such
studies,I wanted to find other piecesof research which described the impressionstudents
would have from those responses in terms of revisionand the writing process. Additionally, I
was interested in what the teachers' responses displayed about their personal philosophies
about academic literacy and error hierarchies. Also, includedin theLiterature Review chapter
is a descriptionof the think-aloud protocol, themethod selected for the current study, using
previous studies from the areas of psychology,reading, and writing.
The third ch^ter. Method, consistsof a discussion of the preparation involved in
organizing the participants, the processof transcribing and coding, the process of training raters
to ensureinterraterreliability, anda complete description of howthe think-aloud method was
used.
In Chapter 4,Results and Discussion, I will present the results of thestudy, answering
thequestions concerning theriietoric/syntax splitandthe individual TAs' styles
of assessment. In particular, I will examine both aspects from eachindividual TA's
perspective then compare andcontrast the results forthe group ofTAs. Asa result of
examining the groupas a whole, I hope to establish plausible reasons for similarities and
differences between individuals. In addition,a critiquewill be given of the training process and
the reliability of the raters for this study.
Finally, in Chapter 5, Conclusion, I will summarize the limitations of my studywhich
mayhaveinfluenced myfindings; summarize theconclusions I reached for the tworesearch
questions, one abouttherhetoric/syntax splitandtheotheraboutevaluative style;and suggest
ideas for future research and TA training.
8LITERATUREREVIEW
Agreatchallenge arises when a teacher and/or researcher wants tostudy teachers'
responses toNNS student writing. Zamel maintains that studies examining how teachers
respond toESLstudents' texts are"practically nonexistent" (1985, p.83). Inaddition,
Carlson andBridgeman observe that "[r]esearch data provide very little information about the
perception andevaluation oferrors bynative speakers ofEnglish in the communication of
ESLstudents" (1986, p. 129). Amotivation behind my research wasto compile previous
studies and administer more research which examines how faculty who are native speakers
(NSs) of English ~ in particular teaching assistants (TAs) teaching composition ~ assess and
perceive nonnative speakers' (NNSs') texts. Three approaches to this concept focus on: (1)
how NS faculties across the disciplines assess NNSs' writing skills, (2) howEnglish TAs
assess undergraduates' (UGs') texts, and(3)how ESLandEnglish faculties compare in their
assessments of NNSs' texts. I will beginwitha reviewof the studieson those approaches.
Second, the effects of ESL writing skills on the scoringmethodwill be considered. Third, 1
will introduce the method I used for my research, called the think-aloudprotocol or verbal
reporting,by describing the studieswhichhave adoptedthismethodology.
Native-Speaker Faculties Across the Disciplines
Studiesdevoted to the topicof hownative speakers evaluatenonnative speakers'
writing have evolved over the past twenty years. Ludwig (1982) outlined the change of theme
from the late 1960s through the early 1980s. The initial researchdescribed in the study by
Vann et al. (1984) focused on counting how often certainerrors appeared (Richards, 1971;
Burt and Kiparsky, 1975). Later, researcherssought to describe the effect NNSs' errors had
on NSs (Olsson, 1973; Johannson, 1978;Politzer, 1980;Albrechtsen, Henriksen, and Faerch,
1980;Tomiyana, 1980;Vann, Meyer, and Lorenz, 1984;Green and Hecht, 1985; and Santos,
1988). However, the majority of these latter studies involved languages other than English
(Piazza 1980,Chastain 1981, andDelisle 1982). Vann,Lorenz, and Meyer outline the
following language studies (1991, p.182): German (Pohtzer, 1978; Delisle, 1982), Spanish
(Guntermann, 1978; Chastain, 1980), and French (Piazza, 1980).
One theme that has emerged from such studies is that of error hierarchy. Unlike
Albrechtsen et al. (1980), who debate the point that frequency of error is more important than
type of error, Vann et al. (1984) speculate that a hierarchyof errors exists. The purpose of
their study was to identify the sentence-level errors that members of the general university
faculty found to be most irritating. They believed that if they were able to pinpoint the enors
viewed most serious by the academic commimity, then they in turn would be able to plan a
more effective ESL composition program. However, their study was criticized because, when
they created a survey for the faculty, they removed sentences from their contexts. Therefore,
when they were rating the errors according to irritability, the faculty members were reading
only one line of information. To repair this oversight, the researchers conducted another study
in 1988, in which they selected three of the original twelve errors to embed in actual discourse.
The error types (articles, spelling, and verb forms) were placed throughout two essays which
were accompanied by questionnaires. Four hundred ninety professors from numerous
disciplines participated. A tentative hierarchy was formed from the data produced by their
ratings of the level of irritability caused by the errors. According to the results, erroneous verb
forms were found to be the most irritating, then misused articles, and finally misspelling.
Although this study had been revised, complications regarding criteria did arise. As a result,
the authors warned future researchers to be specific about the criteria used in establishing
hierarchies.
Used in this way, "criteria" means the type of evaluation a researcher asks of a
participant Three typesof criteriaare comprehensibility, irritation,and acceptability.
Comprehensibility is to what extent the reader is able to understandthe writer's message. For
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some researchers, comprehensibility andirritation are inseparable. Irritation,accordingto
Ludwig (1982, p. 275), is "the result of the form of the message intruding upon the
interlocutor's perception of the communication The irritation continuum ranges from
unconcerned, undistracted awareness of a communicative error to a conscious preoccupation
with form." Thus, one reader could notice an occasional missing article and not be affected
while another reader might, as a result of locating one missing article, examine every
successive sentence for the same type of error.
In terms of irritation, tolerance is the overriding theme of such research. How tolerant
is the general faculty of NNSs' errors? One finding was that humanities/social sciences
professors were more tolerant of NNSs' errors than professors in physical sciences (Santos,
1988; Vann et al, 1991). In addition, these two studies found that older professors were less
affected by NNSs' errors than younger professors. Finally, women were found to be more
lenient than men (Vann et al, 1991).
However, the question which most influences the current study is. What writing
components most affected the faculty's judgments? For instance, did faculty members spend
more time responding to content or grammar? Reid (1993) and Freedman (1979) found that
faculty place greater weight upon critical thinking skills than language accuracy in writing, and
they asserted that professors will either ignore or minimize errors if the paper's content and
form are impressive. Moreover, Santos (1988) claims that professors tend to judge content
and correctness as independent elements. In his study, 178 professors were asked to respond
to two comfHDsitions, one written by a Chinese student and the other written by a Korean
student. Of the errors judged, lexical ones were considered the most serious because they
influenced the reader's understanding of the content. From this result, Santos recommended
the need to teach vocabulary-building skills. The above-mentioned studies suggest that the
general faulty members place greater emphasis upon content or grammar which influences
comprehension of the content than upon sentence-level grammatical skills.
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However, in West's study of 33 engineering faculty members, he discovered a
contradiction to the previous finding (Carlsonand Bridgeman, 1986). For the study, he sent
engineering faculty members surveyswhichconsistedof eight variables to rate American and
NNS student papers on. These were correctness of punctuation,quality of sentence structure,
vocabulary size, correctness of vocabularyusage,qualityof paragraphorganization, quality of
overall paper organization, qualityof content,andoverallwritingability. In every aspect other
than content, the ESL students received lower scores (Carlson and Bridgeman, 1986).
Therefore, their sentence-level skills affected their overall score even though the quality of
content was equal to that of their Americanpeers. This finding proves that, in this particular
case, content was not the main determining factor behind the evaluation.
While many of the previous studies concentrated on sentence-level errors or content,
present research is examining more of the overall impact of NNSs' writing on NSs. In
particular, issues such as audience, tone, content, organization, and correctness are being
considered. Additionally, the concept of academic literacy has reached the forefront of research
on NNS writing (Johns, 1993). Since this concept is relatively new to the field, research
findings cannot yet be generalized to the mass population. In her study, Johns wrote a
descriptive report based upon interviews she conducted with two faculty members from
political science. Based on information taken from the interviews, Johns (p. 168) arrived at a
definition of academic illiteracy, which consistsof "(a) a lack of background knowledge, (b)
problems interpreting and producing the macropurposes of texts, (c) lack of planning in
approaching reading or writing, (d) a *Iack of conceptual imagination,* (e) a lack of essential
vocabulary, and (0 the students' 'unwillingness' to be objective about their value systems."
Points (a), (b), and (c) address the lack of organization and meaning behind NNSs' texts.
These attributes are easily observed in a paper which contains no clear focus and lists
information without analyzing the connectionbetweenpiecesof information. The two political
science professors Johns interviewed found this problem to be especially apparent in essay
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exams. Points (d) and (0 showa cleardisregard for a paper's audience. In (d), the student is
lacking theability todescribe concepts, and in (f) the student's belief system is affecting the
toneof thepaper. Finally, Point(e) reemphasizes the point formerly made bySantos, which
stresses the problemwithlexical selection. While identifying points of academic illiteracymay
help teachers reach a more commonground of expectations, especially in termsof the
humanitiesand social science/physical science distinction, one of the goalsof this studywill be
to see if Englishteaching assistants devote time in theircomments to identifying whichpoints
aremissing fromNNSs' academic literacy. If they do, thenwhichpoints of academic literacy
does each TA tend to emphasize and are theirviews of academic literacyconsistentas a group?
English Teaching Assistants
To date, a limited number of studies have examined the process, emphasis,
and/or effectiveness of responses givenbynewcomposition faculty, in particular teaching
assistants. Often TAs are assigned to teach sectionsof freshman English. Greenbaum and
Taylor describe typicalcollegeinstructors of freshman composition as . being primarily
interested in literature or creativewritmgandhavinghad little or no training in either linguistics
or in the teaching of composition" (1981, p. 169). The purpose of their study was to observe
and analyze the attention which 27 freshmancompositioninstructors gave to formal errors or
issues of correctness. What they found was that these instructors often made mistakes in
identifying the errors. In fact, more than"35% of the identificationsof an error either omitted
a label or gave an inappropriate label" (p. 174).They concluded that more attention needed to
be paid to training composition teachers in the area of error identification.
Siegel (1982) also emphasizes the need for training new composition teachers to
respond more effectively and correctly to students' papers. She claims that new teachers lack
the ability to rank the importance of errors. Two types that these instructors tend to focus on
are repetition and punctuation. According to her study, the more experienced English teachers
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devoted more attention ~ almost three times more (p. 304) ~ to issues of content, whereas the
novice evaluators tended to respond more to aspects of form. Not only did the two groups
differ in emphasis, they also differed in how they responded to student papers. For example,
experienced English teachers wrote more personal reactions and questions. They wrote in an
expository manner whereas the novice evaluators wrote short, general comments like
"unclear'* which could have been directly transferable to other students' essays rather than
comments which could help the student understand what point in particular the teacher was
unable to comprehend.
Beyond the issue of form, Ramanathan and Atkinson (1995, p. 548) report that TAs
majoring in literature and creative writing at an anonymous university are trained to judge a
student's text based upon "a certain implicitness or subtlety." For instance, their guidebook
stresses the use of personification, metaphor, and imagery. Therefore, a greater emphasis is
placed upon creative use of language. If the report of this particular situation is also
representative of other freshman English programs, then a conceivable problem may arise for
the international students making the transitionbetweenESL and English writing programs.
ESL writing promotes the idea of conciseness and correctnessof language. Vocabulary items
like clich6s and idioms are consideredcorrect andmay even be promoted in the ESL
classroom because they display a cultural tie to theEnglish language. However, both items
may be negatively viewedbyTAswhoare taughttomakejudgments based uponcreativity.
In addition, the coordinatorsresponsible for training theTAs to teachfreshmanEnglish classes
advocateassigninga maximum gradeof C immediately if the paperfits a five-paragraph
format (consistingof an introduction, threeparagraphs of a body,and a conclusion). This
denouncement of the five-paragraph foimatcreates a potential problemfor international
students coming fromESL writingcourses, wherea standard five-paragraph Americanmodel
is typically taught. Thus, because of these differences of pedagogical fashion, NNSs are likely
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to experience a disjunction in their identification of effective academic writing when moving
between programs, which could seriously affect their performance.
ESL and English Faculties
At universities where ESL writing courses precede freshman composition and/or
ESL and English faculties share one department, there is one question which usually arises:
Do the two faculties maintain similar standards? More specifically, when rating student
papers, do the two have different criteria, thus leading to different expectations of student
performance?
Discussion of these questions as an "ESL problem" motivated James Brown to
conduct a study (1991) comparing the rating emphases of both faculties. The two groups were
given training in the use of a holistic scoring guide, which explained the scoring process and
offered examples for practice. In addition, the faculties were asked to record the best and worst
features of NSs' and NNSs' texts, those being cohesion, content, mechanics, vocabulary,
organization, and syntax (p. 590). Overall, both looked upon content as the main positive
characteristic and syntax as the main negativecharacteristic. However, the English faculty
seemed to devote more attention to aspects of syntax and cohesion while the ESL faculty
focused on organization. Additionally, English instructors exhibited more interest in
mechanics, whereas ESL instructors found contentmore interesting (p. 601). However, in
general the two faculties supported the same outlook.
In contrast to Brown's results, Atkinson andRamanathan (1995) found the emphases
of the two faculties to be distinct from each other. According to them, the ESL teachers
"promote workpersonlikeprose" unliketheEnglishinstructors, who are "said to purvey
sophisticatedthoughtand expression" (p. 560). "Workpersonlike prose" denotesa deductive
organization andconcise expression whereas "sophisticated thought" refers to complex, critical
ideas andimagery. Unlike Brown's interpretation, Atkinson andRamanathan view only
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English instructors as emphasizing content.As discussed on the previous page, the ESL
faculty's use of the five-paragraph model is considered bad writing by English faculty
members because it does not appear to promote the kind of creative content that will be
expected when the NNSs reach freshman composition.
Supporting this distinction, Griffm (1982, p. 297) points to a study by Freedman
(1979), which depicts college English teachers stressing content as the most important
criterion, then organization, then mechanics and sentence structure as the least important.
Teachers preparing ESL students for mainstream courses, such as those teaching general high
school courses or those teaching ESL, instead spend their time on form, according to Searle
and Dillon (1980).
Zamel, an ESL researcher, supports this view and takes it even further. In addition to
asserting that ESL composition teachers are more occupied with language-specific issues in a
paper, she claims that their responses are often irrelevant, too general to comprehend, and
basically confusing (p. 79). Furthermore, she states that ESL faculty, unlike English
composition faculty, due to their emphasis on correctness, do not appear to expect students to
revise anything beyond sentence-level errors. Gumming (Zamel, 1985, p. 84), in addressing
this habit of ESL teachers, states that
Error-identification appears to be ingrained in the habitual practices of second
language teachers who perhaps by reason of perceiving their role solely as instructors
of the formal aspects of "language" therefore restrict their activities to operations
exclusively within the domain of formal training rather than that of cognitive
development (1983, p. 6)
However, Zamel does recognize that ESL and English faculties do indeed share some
characteristics in how they respond. For instance, both misinterpret student writing, react
inconsistently, contradict their own comments, write irrelevantcorrections, sound vague,
impose expectations which remain unknownto the students, treat their responses as if the
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papers were the final product, and rarely address particular areas of content in the paper or
present the students with helpful revision strategies.
Sommers (1982) warns that responding primarily to correctness errors will confuse the
students and remove their motivation toward revision. Gungle and Taylor (1989) found
student anxiety to be a major consequence of this confusion. To highlight this point, Gungle
and Taylor described a study by Faigley, Daly, and Witte (1981) in which they used the Daly-
Miller Writing Apprehension Test (DM-WAT) only to discover that students with a high level
of anxiety are more likely to write short, simplistic essays containing undeveloped ideas and a
minimal amount of information per sentence. If a teacher focuses upon sentence-level errors,
the students will come to view the errors asmore important than the ideas they are trying to
convey (Sommers, p. 149). Additionally, if students observe several comments about
capitalization and one comment about the organization of a paragraph, they might consider
capitalization to be the priority when revising that and future papers. Likewise, Perl (1980,
cited in Zamel, 1982, p. 198) states that students who focus on the mechanics involved in
writing will lose the ability to sense their audience's expectations. Another factor which
contributes to the students' misconception of an audience's expectations is that "most teachers'
comments are not text-specific and could be interchanged, rubberstamped, from text to text"
(Sommers, 1982, p. 152). Examples of such comments are, "Be careful with fragments,"
"Unclear meaning," and "Be concise." These commentsdo not help the student to understand
how to identify fragments or what was unclear to the audience or what needed to be concise.
However, in fairness to the teachers in her study, Sommers does acknowledge the lack of
training they receive in responding to papers.
It is not surprising, though, that both ESL and English instructors focus on form when
responding toa NNS's text. According toLindstrom (1981), muchof the research regarding
writing in a second language has been limited to reactions to sentence-level errors (cited in
Carlsonand Bridgeman, 1986,p. 129). Issues of wordorder, punctuation,and correctness
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were described in studies by Shaughnessy 1977; Santos 1988; Vann et al. 1991; and Connors
and Lunsford 1989. Harris and Silva identified the four main error types which advanced ESL
students commit involving verbs, nouns, articles, and prepositions (1993, p. 534). In
comparing basic writers with L2 writers, Benson et al. noted that L2 writers had more errors in
verb tenses, prepositions, articles, and diction (1992, p. 58). In their study, they looked at
sentence-level topics like "word coimt, number of sentences, number of words per sentence,
sentence variety, use of transitional expressions,... errors in verbs, subject-verb agreement,
prepositions, diction, articles, sentence structure, punctuation, and spelling" (p. 61). In Silva's
compilation of second language (L2) studies he cited nine studies about morphosyntactic
errors, seven about lexicosemantic errors, four about verb errors, four about preposition errors,
three about article errors, and two about noun errors as well as eight about errors in general
(1993, p. 663).
However, it is encouraging to note that, in addition to evaluating NNSs' grammatical
form, researchers are also considering NNSs' organizational patterns. In countless books and
articles, researchers point to Kaplan as a frontrunner of this trend. He is known for his
assertion that cultures favor different patterns of logic which, in turn, affect how the people
from a particular culture organize the ideas within their paragraphs. Carlson and Bridgeman
cite studies in which Kaplan examined the diverse ways people from Anglo-European,
Semitic, Oriental, French and Spanish language backgrounds ordered their ideas (1986, p.
144). For instance, Kaplan noted that Anglo-Europeans favored a linear development of
building upon previous ideas whereas Orientals adopted a circular approach promoting
indirectness. Also cited by Carlson and Bridgeman was a study done by Thompson-Panos
and Thomas-Ruzic which depicted the Arabic writing development as "consisting] of a series
of parallel constructions connected by coordinatingconjunctions" (p. 145). From researching
these studies and their own. Land and Whitley claim that different organizational patterns are
the factor which most negatively affects NS readersof NNS prose (1989, p. 285). However,
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there are those researchers who woulddispute theemphasisplaced on cultural patterns of
organization. Hamp-Lyons (1991a) takes these researchers* findings to task. For instance, she
points to studieswhich found somebilingual writers to be deficientas writers in both
languages (Das, 1985;Moragnee Silva, 1986). Additionally. Hamp-Lyons outlines the
limitations for which Mohan and Lo (1985) criticized Kaplan^sdepiction of Chinese students.
They stated thatKaplandid not giveenoughsupport to his claim; that he needed to include "(a)
contrastive analysis of [the students* first and secondlanguages], (b) error analysis of the L2
learners* performancein L2, and (c) clearevidence that theerrors foimd [were] due to transfer*'
(p. 58). Researchconcerning organizational patterns remains controversial becausevery few
studies have been done.
Overall, although English teachersare said to emphasizecontent more than ESL
teachers, the majority of studies seem to stress bothEnglish and ESL teachers' focus on form
when assessing NNSs' texts. Consequently, studies describing NNSs* reactions to the
teachers' focus on form portray the students* confusionin establishing a hierarchy of revision
strategies.
Scoring Method
An essential factor in considering the results of a student's assessment is what type of
scoring method is used. Vaughan (1991, p. Ill) cited studies which found that "[holistic
assessment was] used in almost 90 percent of English departments across the country"
(Pumell, 1982; CCCC Committee on Testing, cited in White, 1984). Another scoring method
called analytic scoring is often used in evaluating ESL students* texts. While other methods do
exist, these are the two which are used most in evaluating NNSs* academic texts.
Holistic scoring gives one overall score to a composition. Researchers have questioned
the reliability and construct validity of this method. In particular, one concern regards the
consistency of scoring between raters. Despite various criticisms of this method, teachers
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continue to use it to evaluate students' writing, perhaps because of the minimal time required to
score as well as the freedom to rely upon intuition rather than a strict categorical system.
Analytic scoring, on the other hand, is a system whereby the teacher devises individual scores
for one ormore characteristics, such as organization or expression.
Unlike analytic scoring, the holistic method has been more prominent in research on
the influences of scoring methods upon NNSs' grades. In particular, studies have attempted to
determine which traits have the greatest effect on holistic scores. In Carlson and Bridgeman's
article, they outlined the following studies which contradicted each other to some extent (1986,
p. 143). Freedman found that content and organization influenced the raters* scores the most,
while mechanics and sentential organization only had an influence if an essay was already well
organized. Similar to Freedman's results, Breland and Jones found discourse traits rather than
syntactic or lexicographic ones to be most influential in the scores designated by NSs.
However, they also discovered that for NSs rating a group of Hispanic students, syntactic and
lexicographic traits played a much more important role in assigning the overall score.
Hamp-Lyons pointed to other studies using holistic scoring (1991a, p. 57). One by
Fein compared essays by first language and L2 writers from similar college courses and found
that "although ESL students scored significantly lower on a holistic assessment and on an
error count, analysis of their content, organization, or style showed litde difference from the
first languagewriters." This implies that syntactic features mayhave a greater influenceon a
student's holistic score than discourse traits.
Filially, in studies compiledbySilva (1993), NSswere found to have givenNNSs'
texts lower holistic scores than NSs' (Campbell, 1987a, 1987b, 1990; Carlson, 1988; Connor,
1984;Hafemik, 1990; P&rk, 1988;Reid, 1988;Santiago, 1970;Xu. 1990;Yu &Atkinson,
1988).
A consistent theme throughout holistic scoring studies is that NNSs receive lower
grades than NSs. This deserves special attention due to the fact that holistic assessment has
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been found to be used in the majority of English departments in the United States (Vaughan,
1991). Studies mentioned in this section depicted an evaluative hierarchy which emphasizes
content and organization and minimizes the importance ofmechanics and sentence structure.
From these three pieces of information, a question arises: If the NNSs are said to be
equivalent to the NSs in terms ofquality of content and organization, then why do they
consistently receive lower grades than NSs based upon mechanics and sentence structure,
which are identified as the lowest level of the evaluative hierarchy?
Think-Aloud Protocol
Think-Aloud Protocol, otherwise referred to as thinking-out-loud (TOL) or verbal
reporting, is a method whereby "a subject is asked to talk about cognitive processes that have
occurred at an earlier time [which is known as retrospective verbalization], [or a subject is
asked to produce utterances] simultaneously with the performance of the task [otherwise
known as concurrent verbalization or direct reports]" (Smagorinsky, 1989).
Much criticism is associated with the concept of retrospective verbalization because
many researchers believe, like Olson, Duffy and Mack, that a TOL task "should get subjects to
report the content of their immediate awareness rather than to report explanations of their
behavior" (1984, p. 254). Some plausible reasons include the supposition that a subject may
have neglected to store some of his/her initial responses to the original task in his/her long-term
memory or that a subject might be more inclined to shape his/her response to the perceived
needs of the researcher. Although the latter criticism could be made of concurrent
verbalization, the former one could not Under concurrent verbalization, the subject would be
verbally responding to the task while it was occurring, therebyallowing for the short-term
memory to be expressed.
Ericssonand Simon (1980) suggestthat concurrent verbalization be implementedin
the following three situations: (1)whenthe subjects are performing a task theywould
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normally verbalize; (2) when the subjectsare reporting information they would normally
consider during the task, even though the informationwould not already be verbalized but
would instead assume a different form like visual imagery; and (3) when the subjects are asked
to respond unnaturallyto a task, suchas describing or justifyingdecisions madeduring the
task.
Simon and Ericsson, who are considered to be the main developers of the guidelines
for this methodology, do note that three pointsof TOL continue to be criticized. First,
concurrent verbalizations are reactions to the initial thoughts and may, as a result, change the
subject^s normal thought process. Second, the verbalized thought process might be limited by
what information the subject chooses to pass through his/her short-term memory. Third, the
subject may select less important thoughts to comment on because of the range of thoughts
he/she is experiencing during a given task. Regarding using TOL in composition studies in
particular, Zamel (1983) cites the following two pieces of criticism (1983). Perl (1980) warns
that composing aloud is not equivalent to silent composing, and Faigley and Witte also support
this assertion by stating that verbal protocols require writers to do two things at once ~ they
must write and they must attempt to verbalize what they are thinking as they pause. Perhaps
some subjects can be trained to do both tasks with facility, but many writers find that analyzing
orally what they are doing as they write interferes with their normal composing processes,
interrupting their trains of thought (1981, p. 169).
Despite the above-mentioned criticisms, TOL continues to be used by many
researchers for various reasons. Amdt states that "think-aloud procedures are...
acknowledged to be a useful means of tracingcognitive processes" (1987, p. 259), especially
when using concurrent verbalization. In the area of writing, Hayes and Flower (1983) discuss
the advantages of process-tracingmethodsover input-outputmethods in terms of better
understanding students' errors and difficulties. Whereas input-output methods evaluate the
effects of various conditions upon a situation, process-tracing methods examine the entire
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process which leads up to the effects. Under input-output methods, a subject is asked to
retrieve information from his/her memory. Under process-training methods, a subject is asked
to voice information, like impressions, as it occurs. Among the advantages of process-tracing
methods are the following;
(1) They provide direct evidence about processes.
(2) They yield rich data and thus promote exploration.
(3) They can detect processes that are invisible to othermethods, (p. 218)
Swarts, Flower, and Hayes refer to previous studies done by Ericsson and Simon in which
they found that writers verbalizing composing processes did not lose the focus of their
attention, even though the process naturally moved along more slowly (1984, p. 55). In the
area of reading, Afflerbach and Johnston point out five advantages to TOL procedures: (1) As
a result of the different set of assumptions attached to TOL's validity, TOL is viewed as a
valuable extra data source to use in studies which require more than one method; (2) under
certain situations, they can provide more realistic depictions of cognitive processes which
normally could only be indirectly evaluated; (3) TOL allows the researcher to gain access into
processes which underlie a higher level of cognitive activity; (4) TOL takes into axx^ount the
affective traits involved in reading processes; and (5) retrospectivereports are particularly
useful when one needs to retrace a historical or geneticprocess for medical purposes (1984, p.
308). In the area of psychology, self-reports may be the best techniques used in
comprehending a client*s idiosyncratic perceptions (Genest and Turk, 1981, p. 242). In terms
ofcollecting a subject's verbalizations, audiotape recordings often used in TOL are considered
especially effective means of gettingrich data. With these recordings, one can obtain an
enormous amount of data and capturethe spontaneous expressions of the subjectwhile
remaining somewhatunobtrusive. Raimes (1985) asserts that TOL is "too gooda tool not to
be used" (p. 234),
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Think-aloud protocols are still relatively new to the field of English as a Second
Language. I was able to locate seven studies. One was an empirical study which measured
how well NNSs comprehended and retained various story structures (Carrell, 1984a). Amdt
(1987) did an exploratory study, examiningthe similaritiesand differences among six Chinese
postgraduate students in their H and L2 composingprocesses. Johns (1985) researched the
summarizing skills of "underprepared" or remedial university students who were both NSs
and NNSs and attempted to develop a coding scale so that future studies could be replicated.
Three studies compared the writing processes of NSs and NNSs. Raimes (1987) described
the strategies NNSs used in writing at different proficiency levels and compared the behavior
behind those strategies with that of NSs. Zamel cites a similar study done by Jones in which a
videotape was used to investigate NNSs* writing strategies (1983, p. 168). The third study,
which was referred to by Carlson and Bridgeman (1986), consists of Lay's composing-aloud
research. This research suggested that adult NNSs need more time in the composing process
to make native-language switches, or translations from their first language to English.
The final type of ESL study which adopts TOL as its method concerns teachers'
responses to students' texts. Zamel (1985) quotes a study performed by Cumming (1983) in
which three ESL teachers were asked to respond to the same student's paper. The findings
suggested that the teachers focused mainly on error identification and assessed the text with
different styles. One limitation to the study was that the researcher created the context in which
the teachers responded, thereby creating an unnatural setting (p. 85). Another limitation was
the small number of raters involved. This is also a limitationof the study completed by
Vaughan (1991), who used only nine raters in the TOL. The purpose of this study was to
investigate not only the product of the raters' evaluations but also the process they used in
making their decisions. In particular, the researcher considered the evaluativeprocessingthat
raters experienced in holistic assessment of texts. The researcher allowed the raters to fulfill
theTOL task in any way theydesired, fromcommenting whilereading the text aloud to
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referring back to particular lines after silently reading. The raterswere given six essays to
assessholisticallyandwere instructed to devote onlythe amountof time to each paper they
normallywould. To rate each essay,a six-point scalewasused in which scoresof four
throughsix were consideredpassing whileone through threewere consideredfailing.
Transcriptions were complete, includingexpressions like "ahs" and laughter. Every
meaningful unit, includingthe laughter, wasplaced undera category. The categoryreceiving
the most attention from the raters was content while morphological errors were farther down
on the list in frequency (p. 114). In order to depicteach rater's style, Vaughan looked for
patterns of the categories each focused upon, then createdcategories of style, such as "the
single-focus approach" where a rater wouldmakehis/her decisions based upon one personal
belief; for example, "Rater 9: EssayA: The first thing I do is look for things that would make
it not a passing essay" (p. 118). Other categories of style included the "first impression
dominates" approach, the "two-category" strategy(where a rater chooses two categories, such
as organization and expression, to focus on), the laughing rater (who interacts on a personal
and psychological level with texts), and the grammar-oriented rater. Vaughan's study was
unique in that it looked both at the productas well as the processof the evaluation. I will refer
to this particular study in the next section on methodology.
In conclusion, while some researchers still debate the validity of TOL, many other
researchers who are interested in process-tracing methods are choosing to use TOL in areas of
psychology, reading, and writing. Vaughan's study introduces a new use for TOL—that of
examining evaluative processes.
Because few studies have been done regarding how TAs assess NNSs' texts, it was
necessary to compile studies about the impressions general, ESL, and English faculty
members have of such texts. Overall, all three express concern about form. For general
faculty, irritability is an effect of errors in form. Additionally, the general faculty members are
concerned about whether NNSs meet the requirements of academic literacy. Much
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comparison has beenmade concerning whether theevaluation standards of ESLandEnglish
teachersare equivalent. Some findings provethat the twofaculties stress the samequalities
when evaluating a NNS's text, whereasother findings prove that English teachers devote more
time to contentand sophisticated prosewhileESLteachers devotemore time to sentence-level
structure, conciseness, and a five-paragraphformat. Studies concerning English TAs find that
they are trained to grade according to qualityof contentand sophisticatedexpression.
However, studies also depict an inadequacy in how TAs respond to students* texts. For
instance, TAs do not know how to rank the importance of errors, so they are prone to
addressing comments about form rather than content. This emphasis on form confuses the
NNSs about the revision process; they, too, grow to view maintaining a correct form as more
important than expressing thoughts. The current study will consider all of these aspects while
examining how TAs holistically evaluate NNSs' texts using the think-aloud method.
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METHOD
The present study was designed to explore how five English 104 teaching assistants at
Iowa State University assess their international students' texts in terms of:
(1) the emphasis each TA places upon syntax and rhetoric, and
(2) the characteristics each TA assumes when responding verbally to an
international student's text, thereby developing a particular evaluative style.
The basic goals of this study are similar to Vaughan's research (1991) which examined what
kind of comments nine raters most frequently made as well as the reading styles of each rater.
Subjects
Five English 104 teaching assistants from Iowa State University were selected to
participate in the study. Originally, the study comprised five TAs and one temporary
instructor, but due to previous time commitments the temporary instructor resigned from the
study. In order to determine which TAs had nonnative speakers (NNSs) of English enrolled
in their classes, I compiled the previous semester's English lOlC (an academic writing course
designed for international smdents who need more writing instruction before entering English
104) class lists and the present semester's English 104 class lists, then identified the former
lOlC students currently enrolled in English 104. Seven out of eight sections enrolled NNSs
and the temporary instructor taught two of the sections,which left only five sections and
teachers to involve in the study.
All of the fiveTAswerein theirsecond semester of teaching in the English 104
program. Four TAs were females in their first year of graduate school while one TA, a male,
was in his second yearof theMaster's degree program. Regarding majors, two subjects were
increative writing, three were in rhetoric, composition andprofessional communication
(RCPC), and one was in literature.
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Three subjects taught in the regular English 104 course while two taught in the English
104 50/50 sections, which consist of a student ratio of 50% American students and 50%
international students. Twenty-six students make up both types of English 104 section.
Differences between the two types of English 104 course occur in terms of the textbooks
which are selected and some of the papers which are assigned. Despite the differences,
though, the goals outlined in the manual (see discussion in the first chapter. Introduction)
remain the same for both courses.
Materials
The method chosen for this study was the think-aloud protocol. The subjects were
given instructions, outlining the procedure of the method (see Appendix A). The instructions
had been modified from those designed by Geisler (1994, pp. 260-61). For Geisler's study,
the topic was medical paternalism and the four subjects involved consisted of two experts,
PhD candidates studying philosophy at the University of Pittsburgh, and two novices, second-
semester first-year female students who were studying engineering and design at Carnegie
Mellon University. Geisler's directions appeared to be written for a different audience than
mine. Since she was addressing two different levels of audience, her directions were very
detailed and assumed a simple tone. My audience consisted ofTAs who had taught for the
same amount of time and were all at a similar level of graduate school. Therefore, my
instructions could assimie a more advancedtone and remain concise. One major aspect I
chose to adopt from Geisler's instructions, though, was the overridingthemeof authenticity.
Thus, the subjects in my study wereasked to respond to the NNSs' papers in the settingwhere
theywouldnormally perform this task, such as theirliving roomor study. Additionally, a
suggestionwasmade to limit themselves to the amountof time it regularly took each to assess
a student's text.
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The specific taskconsistedof reading everywordof a student's text aloud,making
additional comments in the process. Commentscould include any statement that was going
through the raters' minds, such as "She's got a comma where she needs a period," "I don't
think he was wrong for lying to his friend," or "I'm taking the dog outside." The first case is
a comment about an error, the second is a response to the student's content, and the third is an
acknowledgement of another task occupying the rater's mind. In addition, each rater's
utterances, such as "imi" and "aargh," were recorded.
All of the think-aloud information was recorded on audio tapes. The tapes and
recorders were supplied by the researcher. One subject used a dictaphone, two used
microcasettes, and two used regular cassettes.
For the think-aloud, the subjects were asked to comment on the initial paper (termed as
the diagnostic) they collected from the NNSs. However,a complication with time arose since
theywere already into the fourth weekof instruction. Additionally, a fewmisinterpretated or
disregarded this section of the directions. Several subjects responded instead to the second or
third assigned paper. Therefore, the focus of the research changed. Originally, the goal of the
research was to focus specifically on the transition between the ESL writing course (English
lOlC) and the freshman English course (English 104) in order to (1) observe the English 104
TAs' expectations of the incoming NNSs and (2) discover what aspects of the English lOlC
curriculum needed improvement Instead of being able to acquire these two pieces of
infonnation, though, I was limited to examining the TAs' general impressions of the NNSs'
writing skills because some of them had not followed instructions in assessing only the
students' first paper. Thus, the theme of my study evolved to focus on how TAs respond to
NNSs' writing.
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Raters
Individuals were needed to categorize the transcriptions which were written down from
the audio tapes. One rater (Rater 1) was responsible for doing the transcriptions, arranging
them for coding, and determining the coding categories. The categories were compiled from
several studies (Vann et al, 1984; Silva, 1993; Santos, 1988; Harris and Silva, 1993) and a
composition rating scale designed by Myers and Douglas (1986). In addition, examples were
taken from a couple of the studies in order to help the raters identify each category. The four
studies were selected because they had all attempted to establish an error hierarchy based upon
what errors faculty members tend to find most irritating and most confusing. Therefore, these
studies took "syntax" (or local language errors) and "rhetoric" (or global language errors) into
consideration. In addition, their findings were consistent, which led me to believe that a
compilation of the studies would serve as an effective model. The composition rating scale by
Myers and Douglas was especially helpful because it not only identified several issues of
rhetoric - content, organization, and expression in terms of audience and tone - but also defined
them with examples and based on levels of language proficiency.
A second rater (Rater 2) volunteered to review the coding categories and code the
transcriptions. Rater 2 had been separated from issuesof rhetoric and syntax for some years.
To ensure reliability between the two, both raters went through training which consisted of (1)
going over each category to develop conmion guideposts, and (2) comparing scores after four
pages of TAs* commentswerecoded. The latterstepwasespeciallyhelpful in establishing
common ground and determining how to handle exceptions.
Procedure
Uponobtaining approval from theIowaState University Human Subjects Review
Committee andreceiving theteaching assistants' signed consent toparticipate in thethink-
aloud protocol and berecorded and the TAs' students' signed consent touse their papers
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anonymously for assessment means, materials were designed andgiven to the five teaching
assistants. The materials consisted of instructions, recorders, and tapes. Each TA was
responsible forcollecting theNNSs' papers and making extra copies which would beused in
transcribing.
Once theTAscompleted thethink-aloud task, they returned thetapes, recorders, and
copies of thepapers. Rater 1 transcribed thethink-alouds verbatim, separating thecomments
and corrections from the students' texts by insertingparenthesesaround the TAs' statements.
ThenRater 1arrangedthestatements on separate lines, so theycouldbeeasilycoded.
Next,codingcategories were compiled from previous studies and a grading criteria
sheet. A numerical system corresponded withindividual categories, so theraters couldquickly
codewhenmoving through the transcriptions andthedatacould laterbeentered intoa database
efficiently. Aftertraining andcoding thethink-alouds individually, theraters returned to
compare their interpretations of the data
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results from this study signify how Iowa State University English 104 TAs
evaluate NNSs' texts and what the TA training program emphasizes in assessment of a
student's text This chapter first addresses the issues of rhetoric, syntax, and evaluative style of
the individual teaching assistants. The data for each TA are provided separately and discussed.
Following this information is a section regarding perceived commonalities and differences
foxmd between TAs. The final section consists of a retrospective report critiquing the training
process of the raters as well as comments on interrater reliability.
Individual TA Assessment
TAl
The first TA was a female majoring in Rhetoric, Composition and Professional
Communication (RCPC). Her classroom was a 50/50 section which included seven former
EngUsh lOlC (Academic Writing for International Students) students. Of those seven
students, six allowed their texts to be used for the study. The seventh student had dropped out
of the course. As Table 1 shows, during the think-aloud, the TA made 219 comments about
syntax/rhetoric on six papers totaling 4,804 words.
She devotedthemostcomments (28) toones grouped undera miscellaneous category.
Onecomment was about superlatives, fourabout spacing, threeabout general grammar, two
about demonstratives, eightaboutantecedents (lackof clarity regarding whatis beingreferred
to), twoabout sentence length, three about agreement (such as"Bushmen" and"he"referring
to thesame entity), three possessives, and two about parallelism. In thisparticular case, it
would havebeenbeneficial to create a separate category entitled "antecedent" dueto its
frequency.
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Table 1: Think-Aloud Comments -- TAX
Rhetoric # of Comments Percentases
1) Content 16 7.3
2) Organization 11 5.0
3) Audience/Tone 0 0.0
4) Redundancy 1 0.5
Syntax
5) Verbs - Inflectional morphology 6 2.7
6) Verbal forms & aspects/tenses 25 11.4
7) Verb complementation 0 0.0
8) Noun inflection 26 11.9
9) Noim derivation 7 3.2
10) Use ofwrong article 1 0.5
11) Missing article 16 7.3
12) Unnecessary/Inappropriate article use 0 0.0
13) Prepositions 16 7.3
14) Fragment 5 2.3
1^ Run-on sentence 3 1.4
IQ Punctuation 13 5.9
1'^Sentence structure 8 3.7
18) Spelling 16 7.3
19) Conjunctions 3 1.4
20) Word choice 17 7.8
21) Relative clauses 1 0.5
22) Miscellaneous 28 12.8
SUM 219 100.0
Style
23) Modeling 69 23.8
24) Formal 107 36.9
2^ Nonverbal attitude 53 18.3
26) Personal comments 57 19.7
27) Skip 3 1.0
28) Unknown 1 0.3
SUM 290 100.0
Number of papers read: 6
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However, in terms of comments about sole categories, she focused on noun inflection, which
made up 11.9 percent of her overall comments. Nearly as many were on verbal forms and
aspects/tenses, which accounted for 11.4 percent of the total comments. The reason for the
frequency of this particular category may coincide with the study by Vann et al. (1991), which
determined verb forms to be the most irritatingerror to professors of various disciplines.
Othercategorieswhichdeservemention arewordchoice(7.8%),missing articles (7.3%),
prepositions (7.3%), spelling (7.3%), content (7.3%),and punctuation(5.9%). Interestingly,
prepositions, articles, and spelling are given the same amount of attention as content. Granted,
there are cases whena misspelling couldaffectone's understanding of the contentlike
knowing that "hurting" should be "hunting." However, generally this TA commented on
spelling errors which were easily decipherable, such as the there/theirdistinction. Moreover,
themanual forTAs specifically suggests thatcertain errors likean in^propriate preposition or
a misplaced article be low on the hierarchyof asses,sing internationalstudents* texts.
TA 1 had a cold, which might have had an impact on her attitude toward the texts and
what categories she chose to comment on. For instance, she had three distinct cases of
skipping over the students' material, predicting whatwas to come. This gavethe appearance
of haste, especially when herpredictions were incorrect andsheneeded to return to previous
material for clarity. Additionally, out of a sumof 290comments concerning style, she devoted
18.3 percentto nonverbal attitude. Forexample, shesighed oftenand thesighsincreased in
frequency as she moved along in the task. Rater2 felt that whenTA 1made comments like
"sentence fragment again" that the 'again' represented a growing irritation with thestudents'
syntactical errors. Her cold might have affected her preference for formal over modeling styles
ofcorrection as well. If she wanted to finish the think-aloud quickly, shemight have favored
pointing out the correction (formal) to establishing acontext for the correction (modeling). The
former would require less ofa time commitment. Inafollow-up interview, TA 1agreed that
part of thereason forherpreference for the formal style ofcorrection was due tohercold. The
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other half was due to her personal philosophy of assessment. She asserted that students learn
more when a teacher acknowledges an error but allows the student to correct it on his/her own,
thereby establishing a personal context for the error.
TA2
The second TA was a male majoring in CreativeWriting. He taught a regular section
of English 104, which included nine former English lOlC students. Five of those nine
participated in the study. As Table 2 shows, during the think-aloud, the TA made 248
comments about rhetoric/syntax on five papers totaling 3,249 words.
Regarding syntax and rhetoric, he was most concerned with the following categories:
Verbal forms & aspects/tenses (19%), word choice (15.7%), noun inflection (10.1%), and
punctuation (8.9%). Once again, verbal forms & aspects/tenses seems to be the highest point
of the error irritationhierarchy. He tended tobeespecially concernedbywordchoice,perh^s
because he was majoring in Creative Writing. In his think-aloud, he stated, "I think about
mostof the international student writing is thattheword choice is oftenjust kindof ordinary
and! guessthat's tobeexpected whenit's - whenit's secondlanguage- they*re just not very
fun to read." AtkinsonandRamanathan (1995) asserted thatCreativeWritingandLiterature
majors are trained to stress personification, metaphor, and imagery whenjudginga student's
text. Oftenin hisendcomments, TA2 said "I would suggest working for stronger verbs and
nouns - using figurative language - perhaps get somemetaphors and similes in there." TA 2
also responded to clichds, like"burned the midnight oil" and "spoon feed," bypointing them
out as impediments to the text Nothingwas incorrectabout the terms the students had chosen
to use; rather, TA 2 stressedusingcreative terminology. TA 2, outside of the task,made the
comment that he prefers to devote his responses to items other than spelling and punctuation.
He referred to them asunimportant. However, he responded more topunctuation (8.9%) than
hedidtocontent (8.5%). According toSiegel (1982), new composition teachers tend tofocus
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Table 2: Think-Aloud Comments -- TA 2
Rhetoric
1) Content
2) Organization
3) Audience/Tone
4) Redundancy
Syntax
5) Verbs - Inflectional morphology
6) Verbal forms & aspects/tenses
7) Verb complementation
8) Noun inflection
9) Noun derivation
10) Use of wrong article
11) Missing article
12) Unnecessary/Inappropriate articleuse
13) Prepositions
14) Fragment
15) Run-on sentence
16) Punctuation
17) Sentence structure
18) Spelling
19) Conjunctions
20) Word choice
21) Relative clauses
22) Miscellaneous
# of Comments Percentages
21 8.5
13 5.2
1 0.4
8 3.2
1 0.4
47 19.0
0 0.0
25 10.1
1 0.4
2 0.8
9 3.6
1 0.4
9 3.6
0 0.0
4 1.6
22 8.9
14 5.6
10 4.0
5 2.0
39 15.7
1 0.4
15 6.0
248 100.0
88 27.0
101 31.0
58 17.8
78 23.9
0 0.0
1 0.3
Style
23) Modeling
24) Formal
25) Nonverbal attitude
26) Personal comments
27) Skip
28) Unicnown
Number of papers read: 5
SUM
SUM 326 100.0
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on punctuation and repetition due to their inability to rank the importance of errors. Regarding
repetition (redundancy), TA 2 madeeightcomments (3.2%) such as "maybe work for
economy - it felt like there was a lot of repetition here."
Out of 326 style responses, TA 2's correctionstyle promoted a balance between formal
(31%) and modeling (27%) types of correction. Generally, he used both methods when
correcting each error. He also made 23.9 % personalcomments, such as referring to
"she/he/I" throughout his responses. In addition, he seemed to express doubt in his
interpretation of the students' texts bymaking comments like"I don't know," "I guess" and
"Was it plurality?". The farther he got into the task, the more he used questions rather than
statements.
TA3
The third TA was a female majoring in CreativeWriting. She taught a regular section
of English 104, which included two former English lOlC students. Both students submitted
their papers to the study. As Table 3 shows, during the think-aloud, the TA made 50
comments about rhetoric/syntax on two papers totaling 1,809 words.
Regarding syntax and rhetoric, she was most concerned with word choice (18%),
verbal forms & aspects/tenses (14%), content (10%), audience/tone (8%), missing articles
(8%), and prepositions (8%). Similar to TA 2, who was also a Creative Writing major, TA 3
emphasized word choice. Once again verbal forms & aspects/tenses carried its weight, most
likely as an irritation factor. She spent time addressing audience/tone through comments like
"the tone's a bit sentimental" and "he's doing a good job of using present tense, bringing the
reader right into the situation." Throughsuchcomments, she seems to be supportingJohns'
(1993) ideaof academic literacy. In thefirst case, thestudent'ssentimental toneis imposing a
certain valuesystem upontheaudience. In thesecond case, thestudenthas effectively planned
hiswriting toincludetheaudience. Both examples comprised Johns' overall definition of
whatprofessors considerto bean academically literate paper. In contrast to themanual's
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Table 3: Think-Aloud Comments •• TA3
Rhetoric # of Comments Percentaees
1) Content 5 10.0
2) Organization 3 6.0
3) Audience/Tone 4 8.0
4) Redundancy 0 0.0
Syntax
5) Verbs - Inflectional morphology 1 2.0
6) Verbal forms & aspects/tenses 7 14.0
7) Verb complementation 0 0.0
8) Noun inflection 3 6.0
9) Noun derivation 1 2.0
10) Use ofwrong article 0 0.0
11) Missing article 4 8.0
12) Unnecessary/Inappropriate article use 0 0.0
13) Prepositions 4 8.0
14) Fragment 0 0.0
15) Run-on sentence 1 2.0
IQ Punctuation 1 2.0
17) Sentence structure 1 2.0
18) Spelling 1 2.0
19) Conjunctions 2 4.0
20) Word choice 9 18.0
21) Relative clauses 0 0.0
22) Miscellaneous 3 6.0
SUM 50 100.0
Stvie
23) Modeling 11 19.3
24) Formal 20 35.1
2^ Nonverbal attitude 3 5.3
26) Personal comments 14 24.6
27) Skip 6 10.5
28) Unknown 3 5.3
SUM 57 100.0
Number of papers read: 2
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suggestion, TA 3 spent time focusing on articles and prepositions. However, for this TA,
content was important, more important than articles or prepositions. A reason for this
emphasis might be the style in which she responded.
In Vaughan*s study (1991), she depicted a rater as "the laughing rater." This rater
appeared to have a psychological tie to the writers of the paper, "chuckl[ing] through several of
the papers, reacting strongly to content, and [getting] quite annoyed" (p. 118). Similar to this
rater, TA 3 laughed at students' content and seemed to be annoyed by the first student's
sentimentality and length of paper while being openly complimentary of the second student:
"Good kid -1 like this kid." She even asked questions of him ("but did he know you were
lying?") while reading through his text This personal interest in the individual students may
have caused her to devote more time to content.
TA4
The fourth TA was a female majoring in Rhetoric, Composition and Professional
Communication. She taught a regular sectionof English 104which included three former
Enghsh lOlC students. All three students submitted their papers for research. As Table 4
shows, during the think-aloud, theTA made41 comments about rhetoric/syntax on three
papers totaling 1,607 words.
In termsof rhetoricand syntax, TA4 focused on content(31.7%), organization
(17.1%), andverbal forms &. aspects/tenses (7.3%). This ranking supports Freedman's study
(1979), whichfound thatcollege English teachers tend to emphasize content first, then
organization, thenmechanics & sentencestructure. Additionally, TA 4's focus on contentand
orgamzation could bea result of herRCPC major, which would focus more onusing writing
fortechnical/business means. Forsuch purposes, itmay bemore important toconvey anidea
asclearly and concisely aspossible. Therefore, content and organizationwould have amajor
impact on the means for conveying ideas.
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Table 4: Think-Aloud Comments •• TA4
Rhetoric # of Comments Percentaees
1) Content 13 31.7
2) Organization 7 17.1
3) Audience/Tone 1 2.4
4) Redundancy 1 2.4
Syntax
5) Verbs - Inflectional morphology 0 0.0
^ Verbal forms &aspects/tenses 3 7.3
7) Verb complementation 0 0.0
8) Noun inflection 2 4.9
9) Noun derivation 0 0.0
10) Use ofwrong article 0 0.0
11) Missing article 2 4.9
12) Unnecessary/Inappropriate article use 0 0.0
13) Prepositions 1 2.4
14) Fragment 2 4.9
1^ Run-on sentence 0 0.0
IQ Punctuation 1 2.4
1'^ Sentence structure 2 4.9
18) Spelling 1 2.4
19) Conjunctions 0 0.0
20) Word choice 2 4.9
21) Relative clauses 1 2.4
22) Miscellaneous 2 4.9
SUM 41 100.0
Style
23) Modeling 4 6.1
24) Formal 4 6.1
2^ Nonverbal attitude 30 45.5
26) Personal comments 28 42.4
27) Skip 0 0.0
28) Unlmown 0 0.0
SUM 66 100.0
Number of papers read: 3
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Regarding what styles she incorporated into the comments, TA 4 mainly used nonverbal
attitude (45.5%) and personal comments (42.4%) whereas formal (6.1%) and modeling
(6.1%) forms of correction were barely implemented. Most likely the reason for this
distinction is due to her emphasis on content and organization rather than syntax. Her goal in
responding to her students' texts did not appear to be correction; rather, she interacted
personally with the text through the categories of content and organization. For instance, she
stated, "I don't really follow his logic at all in this thing." and "I thought it was a really
interesting illustration of her thought process in selecting a major and a school." In two
instances she did make a suggestion, modeling a revision of the organization: "And then I
think she should start a new paragraph after her comment about the English lOlC class where
she said..." and "I told her to focus on the organization of that good paragraph - look at that
good paragraph that she wrote that was well-organized and maybe model her other paragraphs
on that" However, this modeling technique is general in that it tells the student to model that
context but does not actually set up the context (i.e., what the specific format was that the
teacher liked in that particular paragraph). Therefore, she devotes the majority of her
comments to reactions rather than concrete ideas for revision.
TA5
The fifth TA was a female majoring in Literature. She taught a 50/50 section of
English 104 which included eight students. All of the students except for one were Malaysian;
the other studentcame fromMainland Qiina. Everystudent agreedto participate, but the
instructor turned in papers for only three. Therefore, I only discuss those three due to the lack
of complete data for the remaining students. AsTable5 shows, during the think-aloud, theTA
made97 commentsabout rhetoric/syntax on threepapers totaling841 words.
Concerning syntax and rhetoric, TA 5 focused an enormous amount of her time on
verbal forms & aspects/tenses (28.9%). Farther behind were the categories of wordchoice
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Table 5: Think-Aloud Comments - TA5
Rhetoric # of Comments Percentages
1) Content 3 3.1
2) Organization 8 8.2
3) Audience/Tone 0 0.0
4) Redundancy 1 1.0
Svntax
5) Verbs - Inflectional morphology 0 0.0
6) Verbal forms & aspects/tenses 28 28.9
7) Verb complementation 0 0.0
8) Noun inflection 4 4.1
9) Noun derivation 4 4.1
10) Use ofwrong article 0 0.0
11) Missing article 7 7.2
12) Unnecessary/Inappropriate article use 1 1.0
13) Prepositions 10 10.3
14) Fragment 1 1.0
1^ Run-on sentence 0 0.0
16) Punctuation 2 2.1
1'^ Sentence structure 5 5.2
18) Spelling 5 5.2
19) Conjunctions 1 1.0
20) Word choice 11 11.3
21) Relative clauses 4 4.1
22) Miscellaneous 2 2.1
SUM 97 100.0
Stvie
23) Modeling 39 30.0
24) Formal 28 21.5
25) Nonverbal attitude 8 6.2
26) Personal comments 55 423
27) Skip 0 0.0
28) Unknown 0 0.0
SUM 130 100.0
Number of papers read: 3
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(11.3%), prepositions (10.3%), organization (8.2%), and missing articles (7.2%). Similar to
the two previous TAs majoring in creative writing, TA 5, a literature major, stressed the need
for vocabulary building in comments like "even though his vocabulary is limited ^d that he
definitely doesn't sound like a native speaker, he still manages to get the jokes across" and
"she has very profound thoughts - it looks like her vocabulary is going to limit her a bit as far
as getting across." Prepositions and articles appear to play a major role in her responses with
prepositions even surpassing organization. Once again these two types of error were
mentioned in the manual as being relatively unimportant in terms of assessing international
students' texts. What is of particular interest, though, is the weight she places upon verbal
forms & aspects/tenses. Two factors come to mind when considering this emphasis. First,
majoring in literature may promote the need for coherence of tense. For instance, if one is
used to reading texts at a quick pace and has to slow down to figure out if the writer intends to
write in the presentor past, then the resulting irritation couldinfluencethat person's judgment
of the text. Second, TA 5 is teachinga 50/50 section in whichnearly half of the class would
likely have problemswith tense. As a result, shemayviewverb errors at the top of the
hierarchy of students' needs.
Out of a total of 130 comments about style, TA 5 devoted the most attention to
personal comments (42.3%) andmodeling (30%). Sinceshe is teaching a classcomprised of
50%international students, shemay favor modeling overformal when addressing theirerrors.
By setting up the correctionin the context, the teachermay think that the studentswill leam
how to make a similar correction during the revision of a future text Similar to TA 2's use of
personal comments, TA 5 uses "he/she" torefer towhat the students is doing in thetext. For
instance, TA 5 states, "and he goes ontolist those - um - sofar I'm kind ofwondering what
exactly his hometown is - I'm glad that he's giving a geography lesson, but I'm kindof
hoping hegoes on todescribe his town after this," "hemay have misunderstood the
assignment," and "um again she's gonna take a little bit more work, I think - and will probably
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need the writing center." Such commentsshow theTA interactingwith the student on a more
personal level, attemptingto evaluatethe students' levelof understanding as well as their needs
in the course.
Commonalities and Differences
All five TAs shared commonapproaches whenresponding to the NNSs' texts. For
instance, they tended to covercategories likecontentandorganization in the endcomments
whereas comments within thetexts focused on syntax. Asa result, there tended to bea greater
frequency of comments made about syntax. Inhis research. Brown (1991) depicted English
instructors as being interested in mechanicswhen responding to ESL students' texts. In
Freedman's study(1979), it was found thatcollege English teachers devote a greater frequency
of comments to contentthanmechanics andsentence structure, though. Part of the reason for
this perceived contradiction could bethatthese college English teachers arebeginning
instructors andmightfitmoreintoFreedman's description of intermediate levelteachers. She
classifies these teachers as high school orESLteachers andasserts thattheyfocus onform
when reviewing a student's text Another reason could bethatfrequency of comments about a
particular error does not necessarily denote the importance of that error. Agreater frequency of
comments aboutissues of syntax mayjust represent thenumber of syntactic errors within a
text
All five TAs stressed verbal forms &aspects/tenses in their top two categories under
syntax. This resultsupports the findings of Vann et al. (1991) thatbetween theerrorsof verb
forms, misused articles, and misspellings, erroneous verb forms are the most irritating to
professors. The results from the current study display aconsistency between the TAs interms
ofhow important and possibly how irritating erroneous verb forms &aspects/tenses are.
TAs 1, 2,3, and 5emphasized errors in articles and prepositions. These two aspects
were specifically highlighted in the manual for TAs as not deserving as much attention as other
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aspects of writing and errors. Clearly, an inconsistency exists between what is advised in the
manual and what is followed in error identification. Siegel (1982) claims that new
composition teachers lack the ability to rank the importance of errors. For instance, she states
that they tend to devote more attention to punctuation. Raters 1 and 2 devoted 7.3% and 8.9%,
respectively, of their total comments to the aspect of punctuation. The emphasis upon
pxmctuation,articles, and prepositions is representativeof novice English instructors.
However, research does point out that the four main error types which advanced ESL
students, like these TAs' international students, commit involve verbs, nouns, articles, and
prepositions (Harris and Silva, 1993). Therefore, a greater frequency of errors involving
articles and prepositions most likely exists in their students' papers, which, in turn, may cause
the TAs to interpret the two types of error as significant Albrechtsen et al. (1980) assert that
frequency of error is more important than the type of error. As a result, errors which seem
less important, like articles and prepositions, maybe overemphasized. Additionally, when
comparing the LI and L2 texts, theTAsmayobserve these two aspectsas a great difference
between the qualities of the papers. WhenBenson et al. (1992) were comparingbasicwriters
withL2 writers, theyfound thatL2writers had more errors in verb tenses, prepositions,
articles, and diction. Therefore, in defining the levelof the criteria for their LI and L2 students,
theTAsmaybe establishing a level based upon LI standards, regardless of the consideration
thatprepositions andarticles are thelastaspects tobeacquired by second language learners.
Interestingly, TAs1,2,3, and5 placed word choice as oneof thehighest categories
undersyntax. TA 1is majoring in Rhetoric, Composition andProfessional Communication
while TA5 isa literature major and TAs 2and 3 are CreativeWriting majors. Atkinson and
Ramanathan (1995) suggested that TAs majoring inliterature and creative writing receive
training toevaluate students' texts based upon "acertain implicimess orsubtlety" (p. 548). By
this, they mean that the training emphasizes the use ofpersonification, metaphor, and imagery
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in students' writing. In the particular case of these four TAs, the reason for their focus on
word choice could be a combination of their majors and theirTA training.
Overall, the majority of the five TAs devoted a similar percentage of their comments to
both correction styles, modeling and formal. Of the two, formal correction seemed to be the
preferredstyle. Since formal correctionmerelyentailsidentifying a specificerror, their
preferencefor this style mayhavebeendue to a senseof urgencyto complete the task. Or
possiblytheTAs havebeen trained to pointoutan error ratherthancreate a contextaroundit in
order to explain it.
There was great variation in terms of the nonverbal attitude which was expressed by all
five. TA 1 had a cold so contributed more sighs of irritation to the task. TA 2 contributed
many "ums," "ahs," and "ohs" to the task because he was trying to sound out his thoughts as
well as determine what needed to be improved in the NNSs' texts. TA 3 interacted on a
personal level with the students' stories throughher laughter. TA 4 turned her tape in past the
deadline and felt a need to hurry through the task, thereby contributing fewer "ums" and "ohs"
than TA 2. Similar to TA 2's nonverbal style, TA 5 contributed "ums" and "well" to sound
out thoughts and locate the places for improvement. In addition, she expressed "hmms" when
she found the NNSs' information interesting. Basically, difference of personality and
individual circumstances created the TAs' varied nonverbal attitudes.
All five TAs gave many personal comments when responding to their students* texts.
For instance, they referred to the particular writer by stating "We," "She," or "He" while
reading through the papers. Many also statedwhen they liked something in the writing or
when they felt some error was attributableto secondlanguageacquisition. In addition, they
occasionally tried to understand the logicbehind whattheir students were expressing. Overall,
thefiveTAsdisplayed an interest in theirstudents as individual writers through the frequency
of personal comments.
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The Rating Experience
Training
When it cametimefor retrospection of therating experience, both raters offered
suggestions for ways to improve the training ofthe raters. Hrst, since Rater 1had transcribed
thethink-alouds from audio tapes, shewas familiar with the contexts of thedata. Rater 2,
however, didnot have this same access to thedata. Fora future study, it would behelpful for
eachraterto transcribe thethink-alouds separately then compare them toensure reliability of
the information which is described. Moreover, this opportunitywould allow both raters to
betterunderstand the context rather than attempt tounderstand it byreading overthe packetof
transcriptions.
Second, although both raters agreed upon thevarious coding categories afterreviewing
a couple of their results from thetranscriptions, the transition to that common understanding
could havebeenbetterorganized. Rater 1supplied examples formany of thecategories but
not for all. In those instances whereno example wasavailable. Rater 1 defined the specific
category. It would bemore beneficial infuture research tosupply a complete sheet with
definitions andat leastseveral examples foreachcategory. Thena rateris able to referbackto
a written sheet whereas a rater's short-termmemory is likely to forget oral instructions
comprising 28 distinct categories.
Finally, reliabilityis questionablewhenthe raters usea coupleof sheetsof an actual
student's p^r to help theminitiallycompare scores. This is inadvisable becausecategorizing
the TAs' comments about the NNSs' papers should be done when the categories are
completelyunderstoodand agreeduponby the raters. For this, a practicepacket shouldbe
provided so that inconsistencies in categorization can be resolvedat that juncture.
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Reliability
Theraters agreed on themajority of their categorical identifications. And, laterupon
closer inspection and discussion, both agreed upon all identifications. The four areas which
posed slight difficulty tothe reliability oftheir scores were content, organization, personal
comments, andmodeling. Rater 1 tended tonotice a higher frequency ofmodeling style while
Rater2 noticed (andhelped moreclearly define) personal comments. Whenthe raters
compared these incidents, though, there was complete agreement and anacknowledgment that
the other rater had justoverlooked that particular identification. Content andorganization raised
a problem forthe raters due to the ambiguity of these two categories. As a result, insome
cases, both are mentioned as identifications.
In several cases, when the TA's error identifications were not well-defined, the raters
selected some categories which could have applied. However, generally, a minimal amount of
interpretation was needed todecipher the category the TA was commenting on. Additionally,
there werea fewblatant examples ofincorrect error identification bytheTAs. Theraters both
felt that,since theprimary purpose of thestudy was toexamine what categories theTAs
devoted their attention to in the NNSs* texts, correcting the TAs* corrections was of secondary
importance. Finally, ina few places theraters were tempted to record an impliedmeaning, but
due to the lack of information decided against it.
Implications of the Results
The results suggest that the TAs in Iowa State University's English TA training
program are not prepared to comment upon issuesof rhetoric (the global level of language).
There was very littie mention of audience, tone, content, and organization, which are the
defining principles of academicwriting. There was substantialattention given to preposition
and pxmctuation errors. This would lead one to suspect that these TAs need to be trained to
assess students* texts and that this type of training needs to occupy a significant amount of the
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overall training program. TheTAsalso need to leam thateven though they mayunderstand
that frequency of comment may notsignify importance oferror to themselves, it may in fact
signify importance toa NNS. Therefore, these TAs need toconstruct aneffective and
I
consistent errorhierarcy model which incorporates issues of syntax and rhetoric in order to
determine thesignificance of the local and global levels oflanguage. Additionally, theTAs
need to leamhowtheuseof particular evaluative styles will affect theirstudents* understanding
and performance. And they need tobetrained todoboth during their semester ofpedagogical
training at Iowa State University.
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CONCLUSION
Several aspects not covered in the previous chapters deserve mention in the conclusion.
I
First of all, I will address the limitations of the study and explain the reasoning behind them.
Second, Iwill summarize'the answers to the two research questions. Following will be a
section on ideas for future studies and the current English 104TA training program at Iowa
State University. Finally, ,1 will demonstrate the importance and applicability of this particular
study.
Limitations
I
The main limitations of this study came in several forms ~ in the form of purpose,
literature review studies, interrater reliability, the sole use of the TOL, and personal experience.
I
First, the purpose of the stody itself could be criticized by other researchers. From my results,
1
I
I am unable to make generalizations about what the majority of TA training programs tend to
I
emphasize or how the majority of TAs assess NNSs' texts. The current research was an
exploratory studyof howifive English 104TAsfrom IowaStateUniversity assess their
I
NNSs* texts. My purpose was not to state the tendencies of a population of English TAs;
I
rather, it was to examine ^e present situation ofEnglish 104TAs at Iowa State University in
order to determinethe currentneedsof theEnglish TA training program.
I
j ^
Second, in conducting research for theliterature review section, I wasable to findonly
three studies which dealt with the issue of TA trainingand assessment As a result, I decided
I
to structure thestudy more upon the findings from research about general, ESL, andEnglish
faculty members. Since these members tend to be tenure-track faculty who have had many
years of experience in terms of evaluating students' writing, their circumstances may notbe
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applicable toaTA*s. Themajority ofEnglish TAs are considered novices due totheir
minimal experiencewithinstruction, testdevelopment, andassessment. Therefore, perhaps
the research I compiledabout faculty members is not representative of theTA experience.
Third, therewasno consideration of the interrater reliability betweentheTAs. Theydid
not receive the same papers to scorenor did theyreceive thesame numberof papers. Two
were responsible for assessing sixpapers while the other three assessed onlya couple or a few.
None of themwere assessing the papersduringthe sameperiod of time or in the same place.
As a result of the above-mentioned inconsistencies, I was unable to test for interrater reliability.
If a similar future study were to be performed, I wouldsuggestassigning the same nmnber
and type of papers to eachTA. Otherrecommendations wouldbe to assignpapersat two or
threedifferent periodsof time in order to test for eachrater*s individual consistency, conduct
initial interviews in order to establish eachTA's pedagogical philosophy, and conductfollow-
up interviewsin order to decipherpossible reasons for a TA*s responses and to observe the
TAs' reactions to their own system of assessment.
Fourth, the sole use of the TOL as the method of research created a certain lack of
confidence when interpreting the results. Through using the TOL to assess their students*
papers, the TAs might have felt pressured or encouraged to focus on local errors. A TA may
look for more details, such as syntactic errors, when reading a paper aloud and verbalizing
comments than when reading a paper silently and writing comments. Therefore, in a future
study, it would be helpful to compare a teacher's written comments and verbal comments in
order to observe how he/she might react to the different modes of response. Such an
observation would aid the researcher in determining the consistency of a teacher's particular
evaluative style.
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Fifth,and possibly themostimportant limitation of all, is mypersonal experience with
this program. Naturally, havinga personal tie to IowaStateUniversity's TA trainingprogram
could lead to bias. I was trained through this programnearly two years ago, and I left it
contemplating howit could beimproved. When I had completed thetraining program andhad
taught English 104,1 proceeded to teachEnglish lOlC, whichis an academicwritingcourse to
help someNNSs' prior to enrollment in English 104. WhatI discovered, through observing
the English lOlC and 104TAs, was that theywerenot being trainedto work together. The
NNSsmaking the transitionbetween the twocourses were confusedabout the standardsof
both courses as well as the contrasting expectations of the lOlC and 104 TAs. This would
seem like a reasonable dilemma had both sets of TAs been trained in separate programs with
different emphases; however, bothwere receivingtraining in the English 104TA training
program. It would seem logical that the twowouldcomeout of the programunderstanding
one another's expectations as well as departmental writing standards -- that is, unless the two
groups did not receive adequate pedagogical training. From my experience and observations
of both sets of TAs and the training program, it is my conclusion that the TAs do not receive
sufficient training in how to assess students' texts, in particular NNSs' texts. To improve the
situation of the current training program, I will highlight some potential solutions for the
program in the recommendations section.
The Research Questions
The research questions guiding this study, which were previously oudined in the first
and third chapters are:
(1) When correcting NNSs' texts, which aspect are English 104 TAs at Iowa State
University more concerned about: syntax or rhetoric?
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(2) What evaluative style does each TA assume when responding verbally to a
NNS's text?
The answer to the first question appears to be syntax. The TAs' responses to syntax
were found in bothmarginal and end comments,whereas responses to rhetoric were primarily
limited to end comments. There was a greater frequency of responses to syntax overall.
Because of the sentence-level nature of the TAs' comments, one could speculate that they view
the purpose of assessment as correction of form rather than revision and organization of ideas.
And, indeed, Siegel (1982) found that novice evaluators tend to focus more upon form than
content This point becomes especially apparent when TAs, like the ones in the current study,
devote more attention to punctuation errors than to content In addition, very few of the TAs
commented on audience or tone. If a purpose of an academic writing course is to prepare
students to write for an academic audience, then why are there so few comments about
audience? Likewise, if a purpose of an academic writing course is to train the students to
support their ideas, then why are there so few comments about content or organization?
Overall, each TA approached his/her students' texts more as a proofreader than a true editor
who would give feedback. The significance of this realization is that they are devoting more
time commenting on issues of syntax, such as sentence-level errors, rather than issues of
rhetoric, such as audience and content. In other words, their responses are centered more
around the local level of language rather than the global perspective.
The second question, regarding verbal style, produces a diversity of answers. Since
each TA has a unique personality and set of circumstances when assessing students' texts, it is
natural that they would choose to adopt different styles of response. For instance, TA 1 heaved
many sighs of irritation as she evaluated her students* texts due to her cold, whereas TA 3
interacted with the texts by laughing, perhapsbecauseshe was in a relaxed setting with her dog
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and only had twopapers to assess. Overall, through their types of responses, theTAs tended
to favor the use of the formal correctionstyle to modeling. In other words, they identified the
error rather than establishinga context for the error. However, in most cases, the difference in
frequency between the twowasnot substantial. In addition, allof theTAs responded to the
students as individuals when assessing the texts. Some used the first person plural "we" to
establish a relationship between the writerand the reader/teacher. Others used the third person
singular"she"/"he" to recognize thewriter. In bothinstances, theTAswere acknowledging a
personality behind the words of the text. Styles incorporatingboth personal comments and
corrections were adopted by all TAs when assessing NNSs' texts. For future studies, I would
recommend not only identifying a teacher's preference between modeling and formal
evaluative styles of correction but alsoobservinghow that preferenceaffects the teacher's
students, especially in terms of confidenceand revisionstrategies. It is essential to remember
that a response moves beyond the speaker to influence the receiver of the message.
Recommendations
My recommendations fall under several categories: the academic writing needs of
NNSs, the weight ofmechanics, TA training programs, and collaboration between ESL and
English faculty members. These areas derive from researching potential solutions in other
studies and formulating my own ideas in reflection.
First, concerning the academic writing needs of NNSs, more studies on writing need to
be performed in disciplines other than English, disciplines in which students will be enrolled
after the preliminary English composition course(s). This will give the composition teachers
more of a sense ofwhat the expectations of the academic audience are. In addition, it would be
especially helpful to survey the NNSs who have gone through ESL and English composition
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courses in order to determine their writing needsin other disciplines and how well their
composition courses prepared them forothercourses. Leki andCarson (1994) surveyed
former ESL students to compare the writing instructionwhich the students had received in the
ESLcomposition course with the types ofwriting tasks theyperformed in other courses. The
purpose wastodetermine how successful theESL writing curriculirai hadbeenin preparing
thosestudents for future writing tasks. SinceIowaStateUniversitystudentswho take the ESL
writing courses are alsoexpected to takeEnglish 104, it would bebeneficial to surveystudents
to determine the effectiveness of the ESL writing instruction in preparing them for English
104. This knowledgewould aid thoseTAswho havetaughtESL but not English 104 in
comprehendingthe expectations of theNNSs' nextacademic audience. Additionally, the same
type of survey should be applied tomeasure the effectiveness of the English 104curriculumin
preparingthe NNSs for the university's academic audience. The resultsfrom the currentstudy
suggest a need for English 104TAs to expand their senseof the expectations of the
university's academic audience. These TAs gave minimal attention to issues oforganization,
content, audience, and tone, which seems to suggest that possibly they do not know or have
not been trained to prepare their students for an academic level of language.
"When the issue of standards is addressed from the standpoint of functional
communicative competences that are essential to writers in academic settings, attention
becomes focused on the more realistic standards that all students need to attain in order to be
'successful' in the English-speaking educational environment" (Carlson and Bridgeman, 1986,
p. 129). The English 104 TAs' emphases upon punctuation and prepositions rather than
content and organization represent a preference for form over functional communicative
competency. That is not to say that form should be ignored. However, researchers and
teachers should woric together at establishing a clear hierarchy of the vital aspects of academic
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literacy. Since TAs are generally novices in knowinghow to assess a student's text and since
NNSs tend to base their revisions upon teachers' comments,a hierarchy outlining the
importance of rhetorical and syntacticerrors needsto be designed. Most likely, a hierarchy
designed for the academic audience would consist of content, then organization, then tone as
themost important categories, then it wouldmovedowntowardverb tenses (which can affect
ones understanding of a text and therebyclaimsa global-level status), then noun inflection, and
trailing far behind would be punctuationand prepositions. Such a hierarchy would not only
provide guidance for TAs, it would also promoteconsistencyamong teachers in assessing a
student's text
To create a TA program which stresses consistency in assessment and an effective
balance between theory and application, I would suggest that faculty members from the Iowa
State University English Department research other freshman composition models. For
instance, Schlumberger and Clymer (1989) describe the University ofArizona's model in
great detail. The first-year TAs at Arizona receive formal training in holistic scoring of NS
essays. During their second year, the TAs learn how to holistically score NNS placement
essays and participate in holistic exchange grading of final examinations. The program
emphasizes mentorship and collaboration among peers. By researching other university
models, Iowa State University could construct a TA program in which Master's candidates are
prepared to assess both NSs' and NNSs' texts.
Furthermore, to better understand how to assess NSs' and NNSs' texts, there needs to
be active collaboration between the curriculum designers, professors, temporary instructors,
and TAs of the ESL composition courses (lOlB and lOlC) and English 104. Brown (1991),
who involved ESL and English faculty membersin a studywhich compared the importance of
various criteria in their holistic evaluationsof students' papers, found that many long-term
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benefits resulted from his research. In particular, the two faculties began to consult one another
more on testing and policy issues and to organizeworkshops to improve each group's
understandingof the various expectationsand approachesto writing. The various pedagogical
groups which comprise theEnglish department at IowaStateUniversity couldimprove the
transition between programs for NNSs as well as gain insight into more effective assessment
strategies if theyworkedcollaboratively toward establishing commongoalsand identifjdng
their specificroles in the writingprocess. I strongly recommend future researchwhichwill
promote collaboration among the EnglishDepartment's facultymembers. That was the
purposeof my study, and I hope futureresearchers will use the knowledgegained from ray
study to promote stronger working relationships among English and ESL faculty members, in
turn providing NNSs with the basis for a more effective writing process.
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APPENDIX A: DIRECTIONS FOR THE THINK-ALOUD
Ta
FROM: Heather Rudolph
RE: Directions for the Think-Aloud Protocol
DATE: March 3,1996
Before you begin, I would like to thank you again for participating in this study. The following
items consist of directions and explanations:
(1) Work in the place you would nonnally choose when assessing students' papers. The
purpose is to create as authentic a situation as possible.
(2) When you initially turn on the tape recorder orDictaphone, state your name and the date.
Then, replay the tape in order to make sure it is a clear recording.
(3) Read each student's paper aloud and assess out loud as you move along. Say anything you
are thinking, including things which pop into your head that may have nothing to do with the
task. Just try to say as much as you are thinking. Naturally, thoughts jump around when
people are thinking.
(4) To maintain the flow of your voice in relation to your thoughts, speak as continuously as
you can. A goal might be to try to say something at least every five seconds. If you hit a
blank, then say something like "I'm drawing a blank."
(5) Speak as you are thinking, whether it is in the form of phrases, sentences, or single words.
Because there is no audience, do not concernyourselfwith sounding eloquent or forming
complete sentences.
(6) Analyze the students' texts as you normally would as much as possible. Avoid
overexplanation or any shift from your normal analytical behavior.
(7) Devote as much time to the task as you normallywould.
(8) If you tire from the task, then state, "I am done for today" followed by your name and the
date.
(9) When you have finishedwith all of your students' papers, thenstate, "I am completely
finished" followed by your name and the date.
I need to have all the tapes on April 1,1996. Please leave them (along with copies of the
papers) in my campus mailbox by 4 p.m. that day. If some complication arises and you are
unable to return the tapes at that time, then please contact me at 233-0025 or
hrudolph@iastate.edu. After I haveall the tapes,I will transcribe then code the verbalizations
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andanalyzethedata. Letme know if youhave anyquestions regarding the process of my
research. I plan to handin my final version of the thesis beforesummer session begins.
Please contact me if you need any other informationor materials.
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APPENDIX B: CODING CATEGORIES
RHETORIC
1) Content evidence/support/relevance to topic, focused thesis, clear purpose (ideas)
2) Organization: transitions; clear relationship of ideas (structure)
3) Audience
4) Redundancy
SYNTAX
Verbs:
5) Inflectional morphology (agreement with nouns in person, number, etc.)
6) Verbal forms (participials, infinitives, gerunds) & aspects/tenses
7) Verb complementation (the types of clauses or constructions that must follow a
particular verb)
Nouns:
8) Inflection (especially in terms of singular/plural and count/mass distinctions)
9) Derivation (deriving nouns from other parts of speech), e.g., quick - quickness
Articles:
10) Use of wrong article
11) Missing article
12) Use of an article when none is necessaryor appropriate
13) Prepositions:
Knowing which one goes with a particularnoun, verb, adjective, or adverb
14) Fragment
15) Run-on Sentence
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16) Commas/Punctuation
17) Word Order
18) Spelling
19) Conjunctions
20) Word Choice
21) Relative Qauses
22) Miscellaneous
STYLE
23) Modeling
24) Formal
25) Attitude (nonverbal)
26) Personal comments about student, assignment, etc.
27) Skip
28) Unknown (Undecipherable)
TA 1
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APPENDIX C: THE THINK-ALOUDS
#1
'The Value of Mcmey". From the movie, "The Gods Must Be Crazy", I found that the most
obvious difference between the Bushman^s culture and Chinese culture is in the attitude towards money.
It was amaTing that
(gotta comma) 16. 24
at the end of die movie, the Bushmen threw away die money in the field and left to look for the botde. In
contrast to
(space) 25
Bushman's behavior
(he forgot the) 11. 24
money is one of the important things in today's China
(one of the most important things in today's China). 22 (superlative). 23
In this paper, I would like to discuss the reason for this difference and would like to suggest that this
difference could have resulted from the difference between the societies in which Bushmen and Chinese
are living.
(It's pretty good. It's got a pretty good thesis.) 26. 1
Bushmen and Chinese live in two completely different societies, "nie Bushman's life is isolated
from the out
(it's to be outer world). 9. 23
Few people know that there exists such a group of people in our planet
(S-s a litde bit of an awkward sentence there - such a group of people exists in our planet).
20. 23. 25
Few people know their language. They still live in - in a primitive sode^. Bushmen live together in a
whole family
(that's singular - Bushmen). 8.24
Every family member has his/her own duty. For example, man go hurting
(it should be hunting) 18. 24
toprovide enough fo^ to the whole family
(be for), 13. 24
while woman takes care of children and old people. Everything in the family is shared fairly among all
members. In Bushman's society diere is no production of merchandise. There is no necessity of
exchanging products among the people. As a result, there is no
(k - there is not) 20 (wrong choice of negation). 23. 25
any kind of market in the Bushman's life, and there is no money at all in Bushman's society. Therefore,
when the Bushman in the film,received money, he didn't know what those notes are
(Sigh - he had Bushmen instead of Bushman). 8. 24. 25
Money means nothing to Bushman
(it should be the Bushman). 11. 24
On die other hand, the ^tuation is totally different in China. China, like any other countries in
the world
(many other countries had to say), 20 (anv vs. many). 23
is a highly civilized society. Money plays an essential role in people's life
(lives - should be plural). 8. 24
Since China opened its hugh market to the woiid, money becomes evenmore important. People in
society are associated with a vast variety of professions. Similar to the Bushman's society, each
profession has its own duty, either produces some specific products ((merchandise)), or provides some
specific service
(k - it needs to be either producing and providing). 6. 24. 25
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However, unlike the Bushman, the members of each profession are not in a single family. They cannot
share anything without any payments. People in one profession cannot live alone without other
professions. They need products ((merchandise))
^ut a space there - they need products merchandise), 22 (need spaced
such as food, clothes, houses, cars, daycare, information and many others, provided by other professions.
Their needs can be satisfied only if they pay for them. As a result money become
(becomes) 5, 24
the sole means of calculating the value of the exchange of products and services among people, hi
addition, with China's development, the economic relationships between China and other countries are
booming
(relationships are booming - yeh, that's okay). 26. 25
Money is the major means of calculating the value of goods in the international trading. As long as
people want to improve thdr live
(needs to have that plural - their lives), 8. 24» 23
they must have money and use money. To certain extent
(needs to have a there- to a certain extent), 11. 23. 24
we can say that money means everything in today's China.
hi two completely different societies, Bushman and Chinese have totally different lives
(it's Bushmen cause it's have - have totally different lives). 8.23
It is hard to imagine that they would influence each other. However, I believe that Chinese can leam
something from the BushmaiL In today's China, people's attitude towards money is a litde too extreme.
In some cases, people can do nothing without money. As a result, the relationsldps among people has
deteriorated to a kind of relationships of money, hi order to obtain money, many people, especially
youngsters, even commit crimes, making the society unstable. However, I still believe that love and
hiendship are superior tomoney. No matter how much money people have, they still
(will - he forgot the verb in there - they still will) 6 (missing modal). 23. 26
not be happy unless they love o^ers and are be loved reci{nt)cally
(be doesn't need to be in there - and are loved reciprocally). 6.23
In tenns of love and friendship, I really prefer to live in
(the) 11.24
Bushman's society. They trust, respect, and help each other. As
(heh - as - as loon - as soon) 18.23.25
as they have enough food, their life is really peaceful and happy. I hope that Chinese may leam this from
the Bushman's culture to make the whole society be a single family
^e doesn't need the this in diere -1 hope the Chinese may leam from the Bushman's culture to make the
whole society be a single family - yeh). 22 (don't need demonstrative). 23. 25. 26
I admire bushman's life
(it's a the). 11. 24
However, I cannot bear living in a society that is ex - exactly the same as the Bushman's society. I
cannot live without the modem civilization. What I hope is that people in the Bushman's society and
people in Chinese and other modem societies may all live better.
(He does a good job. He always has very good - um- very good ideas. I think his organization is
really good, like every paragraph is very coherent. Sigh. Just a few problems with grammar.)
25. 2. 26. 1. 22 (gener^ category of gramTnar)
#2
The Gods Must Be Crazy. For a long time, things have remained much the same for these
Bushmen
(needs some kind of antecedent there - these Bushmenare - needs an antecedent FU just assume -1 don't
know exactly what you need). 22 (antecedentV 26
But something changes their life one day. A gift from the Gods - an emp^ (Itoke botde dropped from the
sky, completely changed the Bushman's life. The bushmenstarted fighting for the botde because they
discovered a lot of uses of the botde and they wanted to own the bottle
(s - s - for the botde). 25. 13. 23
This already violated their nature. Beforethe existence of the bottle, they share everything they have
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(shared - should be past tense). 6. 24, 23
But now, it seems that people don't have the tendency of sharing the botde. Everyone wanted to ownit
(he's shifting tenses - seemed - Til write a litde note here to be careful of shifting verb tenses). 6. 26. 24
Everyone wanted to ownit. So a Bushman decided to throw thebottleaway. For them, the bottleis an
evil thing and it must be get rid of as soon as possible
(must be gotten rid of as soon as possible). 6. 23
Why did they think the problem came from
(the) 11.24
botde but not themselves?
In my culture whichpractices captalism, when people fight over something, a bottle, in this
case, we would not think that the bottle is our cause for fighting
(is the cause for our fighting). 10. 23
However, we would think that if no one wants the bottle, it would not be any fighting at all
(therewould not be any fighting at all). 20 (it/there distinction!. 23
Therefore, the source of the fighting is not the bottle, but the people who wanted die bottie. People in my
culture would not give up in fighting for the bottie imtil the very last minute. We wouldnot come out widi
a solution or compromise. If someone finally got the bottie, hatred starts emerging in others' mind
(others' minds - sigh - plural) 25: 23. 8
and we would start thinking of some otiier way to get the botde back. Why would we do this in such a
way? This is the evil thing of capitalism. Capitalism is just like the synonym to greed and power. Sense
of ownership is in everyone's mind If there is something we are able to own, we will not share it with
others
(there's an extra space between own and his comma - sigh - yeh, I guess that I was wondering about this
paragraph. It didn't seem to be very coherent,but I think it is. Well, that's a problem.). 26. 25. 22
(space). 2
For those Bushmen, the situation is different. The bushmen are kind of simple-minded
(heh). M
They would think that it was the bottie that made them fight because there is only one bottie which they
have never seen before
(Okay, I can see that). 25. 26
If it wasn't a bottie but something else that they already know, the situation would be different They
tiiou^t the bottie - they thought the botde to have some magical powers (they thought the bottie had
some magical power) 6. 8. 23
that could make people lose their mind. So they sat down and discuss
(ed) 6.24
(that's plural there) 8. 24
and finally came out with a decision which was throwing the botde away. They have no sense of
ownership at all. If there is something they cannot share among them, eliminating the thing is their
solution to this problem. In the movie, once the bushmen have settied the problem, they are back into
harmony again. There is no such thing like hatred in theirminds. This is an obvious difference between
the bushment and us.
(Sigh.) 25
The main reason which makes a;difference between the bushmen and the capitalistic cultures is the
environment that these p>eople in both cultures are suiroimded
(he's got a sentence structure problem there - the main reason which makes a difference - okay). 17.25.
26
People like us have been exposed to this capitalistic worid for so long tiiat we seem to have lost our
himian nature. The waimth, care, haimony among us are no longer in our culture. While the Bushmen
still have die so called human nature remained in their culture (remaining in their culture) 6. 23
because their environment does not change or changes very litde because the Kalahari desert- the place in
which the bushmen are living has been isolated from the capitalistic world of greed and power for a long
time until forever
(Hmm - this sentence is kind of long). 25. 22 (sentence length)
(I think the main ^n'oblemwith this is tiiat he didn't quite do the assignment - nmm -1 wanted
them to compare - talk about some difference between the two cultures and give evidence to support it
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and I wanted them to talk about what it meant and he didn't really do the second part about what we can
learn from this - itmrn -1 think other than that, I mean, he has some grammatical problems, but I think it's
mostly a problem with content that I'm gonna have him focus on my final comments.) 1. 25.. 26, 22
(general
#3
KI AND fflS ADVENTURE THROUGH AFRICA. The movie 'The gods must be crazy" is a
comedy. It is filmed in the outskirts of Africa
(an extra space there), 22 (extra space"). 24
in the Kalahari desert. Themmnipiirpose of the film is the clashof twocultures
(The purposeof the film is the cl^h of twocultures - hTnm - is to portray the clash of twocultures), 25.
23. 17
the Bushmen culture and the Western culture. And how they manage to survive and adapt to each other
(that's a sentence fragment). 14. 24
Through out the movie I found out about the bushmen culture. They are a humble and happy group of
people. Their society is organized as a tribe. They never have heard about crime, judges, laws,
Presidents nor automobiles b^use of this the Bushmen never speak harshly to their children nor punish
them
(hmm - Fm not quite sure how that because - because fits in - okay). 25. 19. 26
Even their children are well behaved and help around the chores of the tribe
(help with the chores of the tribe). 6/13. 23
The Bushmen culture is a spiritual one. For them everything has to do with their gods. They have
never seen them, but they sure hear the nmible of their tummies. What they do not know is that the sound
that the tribe hears is in fact the noise of passing airplanes. One peculiar tMng about the Bushmen culture
is the sense of not owning anything. Therefore the tribe Ukes to share eve^rthing between themselves and
with others.
One fine day a Coke bottle fell from the sky, thrown by a passing airplane, and fell next to Ki,
who is the hunter of the tribe
(it's probably not that the airplane is throwing the bottle). 17. 26
He immediately thought it was a gift from the gods like everjdiing else they get, and took it to his tribe.
Not knowing what ownership was
(comma) 16. 24
he shared it with the tribes' peoide. This wonderful gift became a useful tool for smashing, puncturing and
many other things. Not knowing what type of material it was made of, they only knew two types of
material bone and wood, it became a labor saving device
(that sentence has got a problem). 26
Inexplicably some irrational feelings started brewing within the tribe. Feelings like wanting to
own the bottle. These feelings lead
(he wants to say lead - it's past tense here - led) 6. 24. 26. 23
to other feelings like jealousy ^d even violence. Ki, the Bushman that found the bottle, associated these
shameful encoimters to the tottle
(with the bottle) 13. 23
and called it the evil thing. The tribe started asking themselves why the gods
(were - misspelling) 18. 24
so careless in giving them something so evil. When all along they had received from them good and
useful things
(oh, he's got a problem - antecedents - the antecedent here is imclear - good and useful things), 25. 22
(antecedent). 26
like tubers, roots, berries and animals to eat
(spaces - spaces in between his cranmas). 22 (spaces). 24
Ki decided to go to the end of the world and return the evil thing to the gods.
It is because of this, that IQ leaves his permanent habitat and journeys
(in) 13.24
into the civilized world and finds a whole new
(race - a whole new) 27 (predicting words before reading them)
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woiid of wonderful and inexplicable things.
After viewing the movie 1 have seen similarities between Western and Bushmen culture. Like for
example, the Bushmen culture has a balanced diet of carbohydrate and protein. The carbohydrates are
found in the tubers and roots and the protein in the meat that they eat The Western civilization has a
balanced diet too, composed of carbohydrates and proteins. The only difference between the two cultures
is the way to
(to obtain - to) 6. 24, 27 fpredicting words before reading them)
obtaining
(the way to obtain) 6, 23
the food that each other eats
(the other doesn't belong in there). 20. 24
The Westerners shop in the groc^ store, with money, their balanced diets and
(oh,what - the Westemers shop in the grocery store, with money, their balanced diets - he needs a for
&ere - ^t's what he's trying to say - the Westemers shop in the grocery store, with money, for their
balanced diets and) 25. 13. 26. 23
the Bushmen dig and huit for it
(okay). 25
Hrst, the Bushmen do this because they do not know the meaning of money. Something that they do not
need
(sentence fragment again). 14. 24
The last scene proves this when Ki got paid for his services and through away the money (misspelling -
threw away the money). 18. 23. 24
Another example would be that the Bushmen talk and reason with the animals. Once Ki went out to hunt
for food and shot a deer with
(tranquilizer - with) 27 fpredictihg)
a tranquilizer that killed his game. When the animal was dying Ki spoke to it explaining that he did this
to feed his tribe
(needs a comma). 16.24
The Bushmen believe that wild animals have a mind of their own just like his
(oh - sigh - Bushmen - he - problem with agreement there) 25. 22 (agreement). 24
and that they make decisions just as he does. There is a scene in the movie ^t
(where - let's just say where) 21.24
a Baboon monkey took the bottle away from Ki. Instead of killing the animal to regain the bottle Ki
talked to it. Explaining that the evil thing would bring shamefulness to it
(s - its not it - its) 9. 24
family just like it did on his
(si^ - he has another sentence fragment there). 25. 14. 24. 26
The westemers talk to animals too. They even call it by names. The westerner's reason with diere
(spelling their) 18. 24
pets. They scold them when it did
(them and it - disagree - when it did) 22 (agreement). 24
a naughty thing and reward them when it does a good thing. The westemers train their
(no s on the end of that - train thdr) 8.24
pets by using key words. This is something diat the Bushman does not do. Because the Bushmen do not
(the Bushmen do not) iust a repeat
have a sense of ownership and believe that everything has its vital place in die universe (sigh - it's
another sentence fragment). 25.14. 24
The Bushmen do not tame any animal because these wild anitnal
(needs an s on the end) 8. 24
have a family to take care of too.
I can conclude, after viewing the movie, that because of not knowing what ownership is the
Bushman culture prolongs itself in a state of naiveness. This helps them to imderstand much better their
haUtat
(to understand their halntat much better). 17. 23
They live in a content
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(content - spelled that wrong - content - they live in a content) 18, 24, 23
and do not break its order. They retrieve everything from the nature that surrounds them. Their houses are
made of mud and straw, their utensils are from wood and bones. Therefore they use what is necessary,
thus they live in a nomadic state
(it*s a comma splice there - he needs a semi-colon). 16. 24. 26
Furthermore their nomadic lifestyle does not limit the Bushmen to leam from others
(uh, does not allow the Bushmen, to leam from others - does not let the Bushmen - si^ - does not prevent
the Bushmen from learning from' others). 25. 20. 23
Ki, the little Bushman, left his village as a brave hunter with all the knowledge to survive on his own. But
Ki thought the entire world
(would) 6. 24
like his habitat, simple, repetitive and innocent. When Ki confronted himself to the vasmess of the world
with people who are not like him, he thought they were gods, Ki did not feel afraid of them
(comma splice there). 16, 24 ,
Ki was willing to leam from them.
I can also conclude that between the two cultures there are more similarities than differences.
like for example, when Ki was arrested for theft, Mapudi a westerner, and Mr. Styne
('s) 22 (possessive). 24
helper
(there are a coiq^le of commas here that are all mixed up - Mr. Styne's - plural possessive - Mapudi a
westerner and Mr. Styne's helper) 16. 22 (possessive). 24. 23
did everydiing he could to liberate Ki from jail, and finally he did so. But earUer in the movie Mapudi
told Mr. Styne that when Botswana was a colony of the ^glish, he had to (to) ^
fled to the Kalahari desert
(he had fled to the Kalahari desert) 6. 23
and almost died there if not for the Bushmen who revived him and took him in to live with them
(sigh - would - would have died there if not for the Bushmen who revived him and took him in to live with
them). 25. 6.23
In another scene
(comma >I don't understandwhyihe has a but here, though-1 don't understandwhat this is in opposition
to - another scene) 16. 19. 2. 1. 26
Mapudi
(was almost) 6. 20. 24
eaten by a lion Ki risked his life by scaring the animal away
(he needs to have a period between these two sentences). 16.24. 15
I can conclude diat when it comes to a matter of emodon, understanding, caring and even sharing the
Bushmen culture and the westem culture are alike
(okay). 25
The big difference between these two cultures is that the westem culture have rules to obey (has rules to
obey), 5. 23
time to follow by
(si^ - not sure what that means - time to follow by), 25. 1
nature to destroy and transform to suit society's needs and technology to invent thus creating labor saving
devices to quicken society's labor
(boy - The big difference between these two cultures is that the westem culture has rules to obey, time to
follow by, nature to destroy and transform to suit society's needs and technology to invent thus creating
labor saving devices to quicken society's labor - I'd say that's really long <die sentence is a bit long - long
and hard toread - sigh). 25. 23. 17. 22 (sentence lenedi)
All of these things the Bushmen culture lacks and does not need
(okay). 25
Just because they do not have the sense of ownership that the Westem culture craves for (that's another
sentence fragment). 14. 24
But the advances in the westem socie^ do not prevent the Bushmen culture to leam from them and
survive through them
(from learning - surviving). 6.24
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As a scene in the movie reveals when Ki learn
(s) ^ i
how to drive an automobile, an animal that Ki had never seen before.
(RmTn - Tm a litde confused about what his overall thesis is - he seems to be jumping around
between a lot of different things -1 think that's the main, the main thing he needs to work on - his
paragraph structure isn't great, but I think he needs to work first on making sure that his essay as a whole
is coherent and that he has one, one thing that he's talking about instead of trying to run around to a lot of
different things.) i
25. 1. 2. 26
#4 ;
Technologies: Is it important in our life?
(it and technologies don't agree). 22 (agreement^ 24
Could a person live with no computer, television, and mi(^wave? Most of us can't survive
without them. Surprisingly, according to the movie TheGods Must Be Crazy, the Bushm
(e) 8^
n do they live with no televisions or computers
(need to have a period there ^d a new sentence break). 16. 24. 15
It is remarkable that the Bushin
(e)8^
n can survive in the desert without any technologies that resemble us
(it should be that resemble ours). 9. 23
As a result, the Bushman culture has a significant difference compared to my culture since
technology is not used i
(in their - it should be in their culture - in their culture). 20. 23. 24
Unlike the Bushm
(e) ^
n, we deliberately change our ^vironment to suit us. (Break in Tape) Even they barely have clothes on
them andfoods are extremely limited
(get rid of the even). 20. 24 ^
As for my culture, it is quite s^Iar to the Americanculture. We dependmost on technologies, we barely
depend on ourselves i
(it's a semi-colcm instead of a comma). 16.24
For instance, we prefer to drive
(rather - she forgot the rather) 20; 24. 26
than walk even though it is within walking distance
(antecedent here - it's not clear). 22 (antecedent^ 24. 26
Consequendy, these technologies have become significant in our life.
In addition, the Bushm
(e) 8^ 1
n culture has a simpler life than we do as they have no sophisticated technologies. their culture,
everyone is assigned a specific job. Men hunt and collect food while women take care of the children.
Children does
(it should be do - do) 5. 24 | ,
not have any specific jobs. They play and sometimes collect foods. They live in different communities
and sometimes gather together, to meet each other and have fun. They even have a simple language
which words are limited
(sigh - with - with words). 25. 13. 23
In fact, there are no words for the word 'guilty*. This evidentiy showed that they rarely fight with anyone
or 1 should say they do not punish. If a boy Uts a girl with a stick, the Bushm
(e) 8^
n will blame the stick instead of the boy. They consider the stick an ''evil thing" as it o'eates conflict
among them. This showed that they put a lot of emphasis on hamiony and have less emphasis on
modifying the nature. They believe nature is given by God and therefore they do not intend to modify any
of diose
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(it*snot clear what those is). 22 (antecedent^, 24, 26
Though technologies ^ve us convenience and increase our efficiency, howeverit can create a lot
of problems j
(she doesn't need however in th^). 24, 19 (unnftrASftarv conjugation').. 26
Do you still recall World Warl2? This is the result ofhigh technologies that killed millions ofpeople
(okay). 25 1
An increase in technologies does not always give us a promising future. Also» it creates an extreme
dependence and ownership which become important inour life as ownership show status. Consequently,
this creates greed that will lead us to do anything even commit crimes to fdfill our satisfactions. Unlike
the Bushm '
(e) 8^ I ;
n, they do not ownany, insteaid they share whatever they have
(it's not clear what they - they must seem topass). 28. 26, 22 (antecedent)
It is funny though, that the Bushm
(e) 8^ ;
n can siurivewithout help wi^ ^y technologies while we depend somuch on them
(it's help from). 13. 23
As a result, I would prefer my culture similar to the Bushman
(*s) 22 (possessive). 24 |
where no wars or killing occmmg
(are occurring - to be). 6. 24
However, it will not be exacdy like theirs, we can still have houses, ^d clothes, but not to the extreme
that will lead to war and kilUhg
(it's another comma splice there). 16, 24. 15
War and killing are the consequraces of greed, and status. Most impc^tandy, we should emphasi
(ze) 18^ I
more on the importance of harmony like the Bushm
(e) 8^ I
n !
(we should put more emphasis)., 23. 26
(I think her ideas and!everything are okay andherorganization is not bad - she does repeat some
ideas in different places - she heeds to work on her paragraph organization mostly - sigh - yeh, I think
there's a litde bit of a problem with paragraph organization she has a lot of di^erent ideas in single
paragraphs so she ends up rej)^ting things in different paragraphs). 1. 2.4. 25
#5
Water in
(the) 11.24
Kalahari Desert !
(she should put the in there). 11. 24. 26
Everybody who is living all over the world knows that water is significant for surviving. However,
have you ever thought about no water in your life? It is difficult to imagine because Western people who
live in Europe and American get water very easily. Nevertheless
(she needs a comma) 16. 24. 26
Bushmen are livingalmost noIwater in theirlife
giving with - she should say with in there). 13. 24. 26. 23
There are different concepts about water between Bushmen and Western people because of not only
(the) 11.24 i
weather |
(needs a comma in there) 16. 24
but also their own culture; however, there are some similarities between them.
A place in which Bushmen are living is
(the) 11.24 I
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Kalahari desert. There is hot and dry weather all year. A rainy season is only for three months a year.
After die rainy season, Bushmen are living without water. However they know how to get water such on a
dry ground !
(she wants to say they know how to get water on such a dry ground). 17. 23. 26
For example, Bushmen drink a drop water from leaves in early morning
(drink drops of water from leaves in early morning). 8. 13. 23
The drop water is too little to drink; however, it is important for their living. I do not need to get water
from leaves because I can drink fresh water, wherever and whenever I want. Therefore, how to get water
is difference between Bushmen ^d Westem people
(is different - that paragraph doesn't have a topic sentence). 9. 1. 2. 23. 24
However, both Bushmen and Western people have two same concepts about water (two similar
concepts). 20. 23
One is that God gives us water for living. Bushmen ^htnlc that everything is from God, and God always
gives them good things. Therefore, when they got the Coke bottle, it made them bother
(I don*t know what she means by that - it*s also not clear how diis relates to water).
26. 1. 2
Westem people also think that water is from God; however, they do not tbink everything is from God
because they know thedifferent between natural resources and human resources. Another concept is that
both Bushmen and Westem people think water is important. Not only Bushmen and Westem people but
also all human beings know about it (okay). 25
In addition, there are some different concepts about water between Bushmen and Westem people.
Westem people know that sometimes water makes havoc to us
(is havoc for us). 20. 13. 23 ;
For example, people are stmck by a disaster that is flood. The flood destroys buildings, bridges and farms;
moreover, it occurs death of people and flnimals
(be it causes). 23. 20
However, Bushmen never ima^e that water could bring such terrible things. They believe that water is
very good thing i
(is a very good thing) 11.23 '
because they are lack of water
(they have a lack of water). 20. 11. 23
It mustbe a dreamto swim in a bigpool for them. Even rainis for drinking andwashing body for them;
however, wedonotdrink rainandwedonotwash ourbodies byrain. There are different ways of using
rain. Therefore thereare twosituations thatBushmen needwater in the desert, and people want to avoid
water in a flood disaster i
(not exacdy sure what she means by this - meaning is uncled). 26.1
Bushmen are tellingus howmuchwateris important. Even though we know that water is a
necessity for our livelihood, wedo not pay attendon towater somuch. Asa result, we oftenforget thar
water is i
fa) 11.24
limited resource and how much water is important
(kay). 25
Because water is available everywhere in our living, we do not know how we can survive without water.
For instance, if there areno water at every ocean, how doyou survive (there is nowater in every riverand
ocean, how do you survive)? 5. 13. 23
What can you do? There will jbe no fish, no planets, and no amimals
(I diink she means plants, not planets). 18. 24. 26
Wemight be dead soonbecause we need foodandwater for surviving. In fact, it is clear that we know
just one world that has full of water
(that is full of water). 20. 23
How muchdo you usewater everyday, even though Bushmen are suffering without water?
Two differentcultures tlmt are Bushmen's life andWestern people's life have some differences
and similarities. Even though Bushmen are living almost without water, Westem people are living with
enou^ water. Theway ofBushmen's living teaches ushow much water is necessary andhow human
beings can live without water.'Moreover, wehave to think about the TimitpH resource, water.
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(She does a pretty good job. This is much better than in past papers she's had problems with <um
- the organization of her paragraphs and this one is i»etty good - there's a few places where - sigh - she
doesn't quite have a clear topic sentence so her paragraph rambles a little bit - and there's another one
where -um - she has another idea and it's not clear how it relates to the rest of the paragraph - but other
than that - looks pretty good). 26. 25. 2. 1
#6
The movie 'The Gods Must Be Crazy" is a very entertaining comedy. It features on
(take out the on - it features) 13. 23. 24
a Bushman who has never been to the outside world. Isn't he living in the same world as everyone? What
is "outside world" then? Practically, he is staying in dessert with his family
(a desert - he wrote it as dessert rather than desert - with his family), 18. 23
approximately twenty people. Their life is very much like an uncivilized tribe. Property is shared among
themselves. And, they have no law and regulations
(sigh). 25
In general, I can say that they know nothing about the development of the world and isolated from others
(should be are isolated from others). 6. 23
Six hundred miles away from the de
(s) 18. 24
ert
(she misspelled desert again - Til make a note of that - desert - dessert is what you eat at the end of a
meal, like cake of ice cream, desert is a very dry place - she probably doesn't know the difference
between those two spellings - six hundred miles away from the desert), 18. 26. 23. 24
there is a fully developed city wdthhigh rises and busy traffic. People in that city are living in a typical
city life, namely nine to five working hours, traffic jams around the town and competing for employment,
(sigh - she's got problems with parallelism, but 1 >I might not mark that because of what she has other
problems with in here - seems kind of minor). 25. 22 (parallelism). 26. 24
Intuitively, there are great differences between the Bushmen's world and the developed city. Besides the
lifestyle differences, they have a great differen
(ce) 9. 24. 18
in their philosophy too. The obvious one in this movie is their philosophy of life. For instance, the Bushm
(e) 8. 24
n explain to the animal he hunted that he had no choice other than sacrificing it in order to cure his
hunger. This is not a familiar thing in current society. From this incident, I can judge that the Bushmen
have much more appreciation of life than in contemporary city people
(okay - yes, I guess that's a good introduction • she's got a thesis here). 25. 2. 1
For the Bushmen, all lives are almost equally important to this world. There was a scene where
the Bushm
(e) 8. 24
n had tried to communicate with a monkey and pursue the monkey to do something too (she doesn't mean
pursue -1 think she means persuade). 20. 24. 26
From
(the) 11.24
scene, it showed that he had treated the monkey ver>' much like a humanbeing. Nevertheless, they
(it's not clear who they is - they) 22 (antecedent). 26
believe that the stronger species get to survive and possess
(misspelling) 18. 24
a promising existence. As mentioned before, the Bushman had to kill a goal in order to supply food to
(himself - she had an extra word in there - to himselO 13. 24. 26
and his family. After he killed the goat, he pleaded the goat for forgiveness
(pleaded to the goat for forgiveness). 23. 13
Indeed, they
(she's got a they there again with no - the antecedent isn't clear - indeed, they)
22 (antecedent). 26
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believe thai God has created the world which has nothing bad or evil. That is the reason why the
Bushmen language has no such word as evil. This may be one of the reason (reasons) 8. 24
why ihey value the nature and life so much.
Relatively, Westerners have different attitude
(sigh - a different attitude) 25. 11. 23
towards lives from the Bushmen
(different - different than - different from - no, that's probably okay - it's not a big - big problem). 25. 20.
26. 23
For Westerners, human being is the top among all the species. As a result, they have been changing the
world to suit themselves instead of fitting themselves into the natural world. In the city that had been
shown in that movie, there are many people and vehicles around the town. There is no more natural
habitat in that diverse city to accomodate animals. In fact, human being
(beings) 8. 24
have taken over the animals' natural habitats. Animal
(s - she should have said that plural - animals) 8, 24. 26
will be kept in the houses as pets
(yeh - she's got pets there). 25. 26
Wild animals will be caged in zoos. These animals have no freedom as they
Cre) 6. 24
in the jungle
(as they do in the jungle). 6, 23
Sometimes, people may adore particular creatures and treat them as pets with a very good treatment
(she has threat instead of treat - treat them as pets with a very good treatment). 18. 23. 26
Though, they will not treat common animals like goat and monkey as the Bushmen do
(she should've said goats and monkeys as the Bushmen do). 8. 23. 26
In general, people view animals vary by the values of the animals
(I - I'm not sure what that means - meaning is tmclear). 26. 1
In my own culture, Malaysian culture, people seem to have a different philosophy of life from the
Bushmen. In our society, people do appreciate lives very much. However, the level of appreciation
towards various kinds of things is differed according to their value
(okay). 25
Generally, I can say that the most valuable life is the life of a human being. As a result, government has
law
(s - has law) 8. 23
to protect people's lives
(it should be has a law to protect people's lives). II. 23
If happened that one had endanger others lives
(sigh), 25
th
(at) 22 (demonstrative). 24
person may get into deep trouble
(it's part of the sentence - if happened that one had endangered others lives - if it happened that one had
endangered others lives - if it happened that one had endangered others lives - okay - the personmay get
into deep trouble). 26. 6. 25. 23. 17
He or she could get himselfor herselfa deathpenalty sentence. From the other hand, penalties for those
who have threa
(t - threatened - past tense of threaten) 6. 24
or killed creatures are much less severe as human beings
(okay - there's some problem with that sentence - penalties for those - much less severe than the penalties
for - for - threatening - or killing human beings). 25. 26. 22 fparallelismV 23
In fact, not every type of animal is protected by the law. The lawwill only protect rare animals. From the
degree of puaiishment, it shows how much of our appreciation towards those lives
(how much we appreciate - much we appreciate - diose lives). 17. 23
As a matter of fact, protection against common animals does not draw any attention from the people
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(protection against - it should be protection for - commoa animals does not draw any attention from the
people). 13. 24 •
Often, we consmne meat such as chicken, beef and poric as much as we want In short, we take those
animals for granted. Unlike the Bushman, he showed his concern and sympathy towards the death of a
goat I
(it*s not clear what he is). 22 (antecedent). 26
The philosophy of life play
(s)^ I
an important role in our society, I mentioned so much on animals, I should emphasize here that it does
concern with the appreciation of human life too
(okay - that's not too bad). 25. 26
As we grade animals according tol their value, it reflects that we will class people into categories too
(oh. neat idea). 25. 26. 1
Some people think that they treat everyone the same. In other words, they are certain that they are not
sexis
(t). 9^
racis '
(t) (she has sexism and racism - it should be sexist racist) 9.24.26
etcetera. However, this seems impossible in today's complex world. Somehow, on will unconsciously
class people according to others ^pability, social standing, gender, nationality, race,... As a result,
contemporary people cannot exp^t equal treatment from the society. Toacquire good treatment and high
respect, one must put some effort to upgrade their category
(oh, I like this idea - it's a nice idea -1 like the way she ties it - tie this into - the ideas about categorizing
animals - it was nice). 25. 26. 1.'2
The Bushmen philosophy of life is impossible to be implied into contemporary society
(she means impossible to implement). 6. 23. 26
Though, I wish that our society will be a little bit more like them. At least, we learn to treat (she spells
treat throughout - to treat) 18..24: 26. 23
the elderly people the same although they are no longer as energetic and capable as they were. Also,
child abuse problems will vanish jffom our society. In short, many tragedies will diminish fromour eyes.
In my opinion, the Bushnien cannot accept our attitude toward
(s human - towards) 13. 24
animals and human beings as well. They will neither understand nor forgive us who slaughter animals as
(as) iust reading (repeating)
granted. In fact, we are not killing animals for food only. For instance, street dogs have been killed
because they disgraced the beauQ^ of cities. Thinking by the side of Bushmen, the dogs have the right to
live and hang around anyway they like. In Malaysia, licenses are necessary to own pets. I thinV the
Bushmen will never believe that animals need to possess licenses to live.
In general, my culture is very similar to the Western culture. We grade lives according to their
current and future value. From the other hand, the Bushmen value lives because they are equally created
by the God. And, they believe God has creatednothingevil in this world. Even though it is impossible to
be exactiy like the Bushmen sodety, it will more or less improve ouir society harmony
(misspelling) 18. 24
if we follow part of their philosophy.
(Oh, good job -1 think there's really nothing - um - a need that she needs to work on is her
grammar -1 think there are - dpn't:see any problem with any of the paragraphswith the paragraph structure
- she's got what the Bushmen rhinic and what the Westerners think - what her own culture thinks - an idea
about humans instead of animals - yeh, I think she did a good job). 25. 26. 22 (general qrammarV 7 i
TA2
#7
(English 104 - Unforgettable Time).
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'There is no more beaudful time than the time I spent in Hi^ School"
(Um - ? ) 25.28
Almost everyone spends his youth as a student. From studying, he gets knowedge and
experiences. For me, school is very important because that is the place where I come to know who I am
and how smart I am. Of all the years that I have spent as a student, junior high was the most beautiful
(year) 20. 24
in my academic life because I nlade many friends and I liked the teachers.
Of all my teachers, my favorite teacher was Christ de Kock. He taught the Math class of my third
year in junior high school and he was also the principal of the hi^ school. I liked him because he helped
me to improve my math. I remember his kindness when i was sick. In August 1991 I got chicken pox and
for two weeks I couldn*t go to school. Because of being absent for a long time, I found that I was far
behind in math and did not understand anything. To solve my problem, I went to Chrisfs ofHce for help
and he offered to give me extra math course
(ah - I guess he needs courses here) 25. 8. 24»26
on every Monday, Wednesday^ and Friday. The course started at 1:00 pm after my class finished. He
taught me the formulas and methods; then he asked me to do several problems. Ilie way he taught me
was very useful because it made me remember the formulas. I took this course very seriously because I
realized how important math was for my future, and I did not want to disappoint him
(um -1 like the sentence structure so far - ah - he's pretty clear in his syntax - ah - and not as many v^b
tense problems as I would've thought - um - I'll get back to this - um).
25. 17. 22 (clear svntax). 6. 26
As the result of this course, I caught up with the subject and I was one of the five students that always got
the highest grade in Math.
Every day I used to study about 3-4 hours
(ah - he should probably spell out the numbers here since they're less two syll - less than three
syllables). 25. 18, 24
I spent one hour studying math and the other 2-3 hours taking notes for odier subjects. I spent more time in
Math because fOT me Math is a difficult course and needs more practice. To prepare myself for math test
(ah - I guess he needs tests h^), 25. 8. 24. 26
I spent 2-3 hours studying and practicing. At first I would read through the materials and do the example
problems. After I understood them well, I would do the other harder problems. I also used this method in
studying Physic
(ah - I guess he needs Physics) 25. 18. 24. 26
and Oiemistry. For the odi^ subject
(I think he means subjects - ah - he seems to have a problem with plurality here) 8. 25. 26. 24
such as Economics and Biology, generally I spentmore time reading and preparing notes (ah -1 think
diat's a little inverted - maybe it should be 1 generally sp^t more time).
25. 17. 24. 23
I liked to do Math exams carefully and honestly. But, in other subjects like Geography and
History which I had no credits
(I guess he means in which I had no credits, so insert an in), 13. 23. 24. 26
I turned 180 degrees and cheated each other with my friends
(ah -1 think we can just cross out each other - cheated with my friends). 25.20. 23.26
I never took notes or paid attention to thesesubjects. Because of ^s bad attitude, I had to spendmuch
time studying these subjects for the final exam, because as we know
(need a comma after because), 24. 16
it was hard to cheat at that time.
I still remember the hard time 1had preparing for the final exams, especially the ICstory and
Geography tests
(tests seems to be redundant there). 4. 24
I had to spend my nights until about 3:00 am to finish reading the materials. Sometimes, I had to drink
coffee so I could resist not being fallen asleep during studying
(ah - let's cross out being - so I couldresistnot falling asleepduring smdying - ah - we'll just change that
to faUing). 25. 6. 23. 24. 26
But all my effort was useful because I got good
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(results) 8, 24
in those
(good) 23
result
(in those) 23
subjects
(that should probably be results). 8. 24
Now I realize
(cou^ - excuse me - now I realize) 25.26
that what 1 did in Geography and History courses was really bad. What I have done for my Math course
should have been done in other subjects. I should have
Q>aid - I should have) 20. 23
taken more attention
(paid -1 should have paid more attention) 20.23
to my Geography, History and other subjects no matter how important the subject is to me because there is
no single subject that is less important.
For me, life as a student was wonderful because that was the time I could know other people, get
experiences about friendship, love, and lab-experiences. There is nothing that we can not find in school.
Times will make me older, but I will never forget those days because they were the most memorable days
ofmy life.
(Ah -1 think the material here is a bit sparse - ah - lacking in desc^ptlve detail - ah - perhaps a
focus on a single - on one sin^e experience would have allowed - ah - for a more telling narrative here -1
get no physical sense of your teacher - ah - What did he look like, dress like, talk like, etcetera? - um -1
think the expression here is - is - ah - just -1 don't know - fair - ah - theie*$no really -ah - surprising sort of
word choice - ah - but then again there's nothing really bad about it either - lun - syntax is good as I said -
ah - organization I said is - ah - I would say it* s probably just fair also - um - there didn't seem to be any
kind of order around topic sentences per se -1 would suggest working for stronger verbs and noims - using
figurative language - perhaps get some metaphors and similies in there - and maybe work for economy - it
felt like there was a lot of repetition here - um - the main thing clarify what that epigram is at the
beginning - There's no time more beautiful - There is no more beautiful time than the time I spent in High
School - it seems to just be a quote from himself - so I guess I would give this - ah - this paper - ah - a
good C overall passing for the correctness cause there are hardly an - there really are no correctness errors
- ah - so I say this is a fair paper). 25. 1. 2. 26. 20. 22 (good syntax A. praTninar^. 6. 8.4
#8
(Ah - Sweet memories is the next one).
I have spent about thirteen years of my life as a student and spent three years from those in hi^
school
(that from should probably be of). 13. 24
My high school years were the greatest time in my academic life, because I have many friends
Oiad many friend) 6.23
and I experienced my first date
(looks like we have a tense p^blem here). 6. 26
The classes I took were also great. Well... not all of them, but most of them were fine to me.
My favorite class was Geography because I had no credits on that subject
(should be in that subject). 13. 23
What made it even better was the teacher. He was so young, and I think he still is
(ah -1 guess I don't really get the logic of that, but). 25. 2.26
He got no charisma in front of all of his smdents
(he had, maybe - he should change the got to a had). 6. 23. 24
He also couldn't teach well, so my friendsand I just talked to each other, laughed and playedgames
instead of taking notes and paid attention to him
(ah- it's not parallel because of thepast tense paid - taking notes andpaying - let's change paid to paying
- taking and paying). 25. 22 (parallelismV 6. 23. 24
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There was a dme when he taught in front of the class and class was so noisy, and he got angry and yelled
at one of my friends. Do you know what happened? My friend yelled back at him and he just left the
class, then everyone in my class laughed, llie next day, the principal came to my class told us not to
do that again, and the teacher came back.
When1got an exam^ I'cheatedonothers who had taken a note, because like I said, I didn't take
notes in geography class
(ah -1 think a note should maybe be'notes - cheated on others who had taken notes - put a comma in after
^cause, too). 25. 8, 16. 23. 24. 26
I didn't cheat alone, everybody |in the class did. When the results came out, all of us bad the same grade,
and they were all good. F(^ thi^ years I had geography classes and they all went the same way. But in
other classes I took them seriously ^d I copied down notes.
Now I realize that what I did in Geography class was not good. I didn't respect my teacher, and I
played jokes on him. I also realized that I only saw things from my view, not from his view
(re^zed should be present tense realize because heseems to be talking in present tense before diat - um
- not from his view). 6. 25. 24. 26
He taught because he needs to feed his family, and I made it hard for him. That was the past time, and
now I try to give more attention to the teacher when Tm in class.
Well, I remember that I Imdanother experience in math. At first time, I don't really like math
because it was very boring and the teacher couldn't teach well
(um - we can maybe scratch out' time and change don't to didn't - At first I didn't really like math - yeh -
let's make that change). 25. 20. 6. 24. 23. 26
But later, without any explanation from the principal, my math teacher had been replaced by a new
teacher. She is very attractive ^d yoimg
(that should probably be past tense - was • also very attractive and young isn't very descriptive as far as
details - now in this one I wanteda lot of descriptive details whichis part of the - the overall goal of this
assignment - ah - so let's make a note of that).
6. 20. 1. 25. 26. 24
At that time, 1 became like math until now
(At that time, I became like math until now - that's not too clear - I guess became is the problem here -
let's make a - at that time I came to like mathuntil now -1 don't know this sentencejust doesn't malff.
sense to me). 20. 26. 17
What I heard frommy friends in other classes is that people whohad a bad habit like sleepingat class,
not doing their homeworic becameconscious and changed their attitude (ah - needs someflxin up here, too
- ah - change the at to in Igu^s - a habit like sleeping inclass c(»nma or - insert an orthere - ornot (^ing
their homework comma - I mean if we supply the right punctuation this wouldn't be a bad sentence - ah -
change some of these preposition). 25. 26. 13. 24. 19. 23. 16
People always paid attention to her when shewas trying to givesome lectures in class. Nowonder my
friends and I always got a good grade in math becauseof paying attention to her lecture
(mathcomma - we'll put a comma there - because of paying attention- becausewe paid attention to her
lecture? - ah - let's make that change). 16. 24. 17. 25. 26. 23. 6
The principal was impressed andpraised her because almost 90% of the students who had been taught by
her had changed their attimde.
Being a student is not as simple as I think. I always nervous in taking the tests all the time even I
am ready for it
(um - this is a problematic one here -1 am always nervous in taking the tests all the time - uh - always
and all the time seem redundant'there so it's markedup - and I think we need a comma - all the rime
comma even I am ready for it - even if I am ready for it? - let's insert an if there - even if I am ready for)
25. 26. 6. 23. 4. 24. 16. 20
Paying attention to the lectures is also notmy habit so I hope thatinmyfuture I try to payattention to all
of my teachers in order to get knowledge which I think is important in my education life
(ah - we need to fix this one up,i too - Paying attention to the lectures is" alsonotmy habitcomma - so I
hope that inmy- change my to the - I hope that in the future I try - I'll try or I will try to pay att^tion to
the teachers in order to get knowledge - another comma - which I thinkis important in my education life)
25. 26. 16. 24. 23. 10. 6
(Ah - well - aswith the last paper, I would say the material is a bit sparse, lacking in detail - ah -
not very surprising - ah - inits use oflanguage in my opinion -um -1guess the I lie the tone of this one a
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little more, though - the writer here adopts sort of a conversational tone pretty effectively I think -1 think
maybe the problem here is the situation he describes - maybe a focus on one episode would have allowed
formore detail - ah - physicalAscriptions, etcetera - um - maybe just a focus on I don't know theone
class -1 get a little confused be^een the two classeshere - the - the teacher who couldn't teach and then
the - ah - the woman teacher who he describes - maybe because of the lack of detail I guess I sort of get a
little confused - she is attractive and young - key words not no charisma - um - maybe if he focused on just
one of those or something -1 don't know - seems to jump around a little bit - organization and expression
are fair - uh - fairly good - aside frcmi several errors in verb tense and articles - ah - was it plurality? - yeh,
plurals - I would say the writing!is pretty clear - I'd say it's just average -1would suggest working for
figurative language - using metaphors to spice this up a little - maybe use some more surprising verbs and
nouns - this seems to be -ah -1 jdon't know - 1think about most of the international student writing is thaf
the word choice is often just kind of ordinary and I guess that's to be expected when it's - when it's second
language - they're justnot very ifun toread I guess would be my first impression of these papers).
25. 1. 26. 3. 2. 6. 10. 8. 20
#9 I
(Major Turning Points Of my life - broad tide - Assignment 1)
To me, school serves two functions. The first one is the manifest funcdon where it provides
knowledge and education |
(oh, manifest is a good word). 25. 20
The second function is the latent fimction where it serves as a ground of social lives. Both of these
functions have contributed greatiy to the development of my life as a student
(well, that's a good intro -1 like the word choice here). 25. 1. 2. 20. 26
I believe that life as a student is never easy. I havebeen spending 14 years of my life playing the
role of a student as well as several other roles simultaneously
(here it should be I have spent 1'4 years of my life - tense). 6. 23. 24
I have to be a dau^ter to my parents, a sister tomy siblings, a student in school and manymore. Of all
those, life as a student is the most hectic and demanding one
(ah - a good intro I think). 25; 1. 2. 26
There are always tons of academic work loads to accomplish - be it in elementary, secondary,
college or university that makes me pretty occupied most of the time. To start off, I was from the same
catholic school known as Canossian Convent giri school since kindergarten, .primary andsecondary
(um -1 thinkwe need a strongerverbhere - was from the same school - maybe attended - I attendeddie
same catholic school known as the CanossianConventgiri school - let's insert some commas between
thatclause there - or thatphrase rather - since kindergarten ormaybe from - from kindergarten - or for
kindergarten, primary and secondary).
25. 20. 16. 23. 24. 26
I cannot recall anythingaboutmy kindergarten year. Maybe I was too youngthat time and did not bother
to cherish any childhood memories
(um - maybewe should insert at there - maybe I was too young at that time - ah, yeh).
25. 13. 24. 23. 26
I remember once I was in primary six
(we need when -1 remember once when I was in primary six), 20. 24. 23. 26
I was told to doa science project torepresent my school in the district competition that was held yearly.
The school put somuch pressure onme, when there comes a time that I thought I would explode
(maybe when the time came is what she meant there)! 17. 23
The year was 1988, when CanossianConventPrimarySchoolwas
(announcing - was) 23
announced the champion of the year
(maybe that should be announcing and I read it tiiat way - was announcing - yeh, that sounds better) 6
25. 26. 23. 24
I was struck numb when I heard the announcement made by one ofthe judges. I was ovegoyed with my
success butdeep within my heart, I silendy thanked my science teacher, Mr. Lum Man Lung who was
there for us in preparing for the competition
(ah, so I take that to mean that she won). 25. 1. 26
Later, upon returning to school, tomygreatest surprise, my principal gave us a treat toMac.Donald
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(MacDonalds I guess). 18. 24, 26
It was really a memorable evenrthat I will never forget. 1 learned a lot about team cooperation and
consideration for other people.
Life in secondary school was far worst
(I guess she means worse - far worse). 23. 24. 26> 22 (comparative)
There was two major national examinations
(there were - make that a were r there were two major national examinations) 5. 24. 23
that are the SRF and the SPM. 1 took the SPM in 1993 while I was in senior high. I can say that I have
contributed most of my time in preparing for these two examinations that vnll affect my career and life in
the near future
(maybe and they will affect my,career and life in the near future). 21. 20. 19. 23
Thus, I burned midnight oil every night a month before the examination
(burned the midnight oil is a cliche here). 20 (cliche). 11
Besides having headache and butterflies in my stomach
(that should be headaches >Besides having headaches and butterflies in my stomach)
8. 23.24
about examinations, there are always never ending tests, homework, assignments and quizzes that I have
to do in every class. Teachers never 'spoon feed* us
(that's in quotes - also a clicheTeachers never *spoon feed' us) 20 (clich^)
with any relevant materials about our assignment We have to do our own research in the library.
Unfortunately, we do not have enough books in the library when everyone in the class is trying to have
them
(yes, I know what that's like). 25. 26
I was very depressed that time, having to go through so many works. I remember vividly that on
the 26th. of August 1993.1 was carried to the principal's office because I fainted in the middle of the class
assembly i
(good word choice - ah - again vividly - she seems to have a better grasp of vocabulary than some of these
other papers I've looked at). 20. 25.26
It was due to the result of slapping meals. My mother lectured and grumbled about the incident
(again some good word choice - lectured and grumbled - about the incident) 20. 26
each time I tried to skip meal i
(insert a a there - skip a meal) 11. 23. 24
to go to the library. I tried to endure her grumbling but in one way or another, she is right about health is
more important
(let's change the second is to being - she is ri^t about health being more important).
6. 23.24
I guess people must be wondering why all the trouble? Take life easily. All these sacrifices are due to
the fact of receiving scholarships. All of my family members are granted scholarship by the government
and I do not one tobeleftout |
(a few problems here - members were granted scholarships - let's change are to were and scholarship to
scholarships by the government' - comma- put a comma there - and I do not one to be left out - and I did
not want to be left out? - or don't want to be left out).
26. 6. 8. 23. 24. 16. 20/18
am very happy that in the end, my hard woii: paid off
(I guess did not want since it's past tense paid ofQ. 6. 24. 26
Besides having cold sweat and sleepless nights over examinations
(cold sweats, maybe? - Besides having cold sweats and sleepless nights over examinations), 8. 23. 24
I did have a great time during my secondary school year. It was on Giristmas eve
(eve should be capitalized), 22 (capitalization). 24
1993 that my school conducted a 'kantin day' where every student will have to dish up some delicacies
(it's a tense problem there - it should be past - had - where every student had to dish up some delicacies)
6.24.23 I
in order to sell them to outsiders. Many people turned up that day. I insistedmy mother to teachme how
to cook some Chinese cuisine
(Chinese should probably be capitalized - Chinese cuisine) 22 (capitalization). 24. 23
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for the 'kantin day.' I came up with sweet sour pork
(sweet and sour pork, maybe?) 19. 23
and 'bak kut the' (Chinese herbd chicken). I was proud of myself because I have never taken the
initiative to learn how to cook before
(there's some good description - I like this). 20. 1. 26
I sold all ofmy food and handed ^1 the money to the class teacher. The 'kantin day' is for thefxmding of
our new building that is to be the auditorium, north west to the canteen (again a problem with tense -
strange because it seems as though she's thinldng back and kind ofreliving the present time that it was - if
thatmakes sense - so is should beichanged to was 'kantin day' wasfor the funding - and that is to be the
auditorium - that is now the auditorium probably - that is now theauditorium, northwestto the canteen).
6. 26. 23. 24. 20 | i
I was also told to be the flower jgiii. I have to sell flowers
(again that should be had - past| tense -1 had to sellflowers) 6. 23. 24
and candy to the visitors. I really had a great time and fond memories about high school. (Ah, I gotta get
a drink.) 25. 26
Well, now that I thinkback, I have done somuch formy school andvice versa. I really felt deja
vu each times I talk about it
(I really feel deja vu every time I talk about it? - ah, let's make those changes).
6. 8. 26. 23. 25
1guess I will never stop learning about life and thatmeans
(well, let's puta comma in there -1 guess I will never stop learning about lifecomma and that means) 2^
16. 24. 23
I am going tobea student forthe rest ofmy life. I have grown tobe more mature psychologically and
cognitively through all these experiences in life. Therefore, I will always cherish all the fond and sad
memories no matter where I go.
(Good material here - good vocabulary -1 thought the vocabulary andword choice is quite strong
here -1 thinkasidefrom sortof, problems likeverb tense andplurality - andprepositions, which seem to be
aproblem for the students -1tlii^ aside from those things - and the cliches of course - gotta get those
outta there -1 thinV aside froin thpse things thewriting is well-organized and pretty well expressed - I
would give a good onorganization and expression and a good to excellent onmaterial, soa B+). 1. 20. 6.
8. 13. 26. 2
#10
(NextwehaveBEAUTIFUL MOMENT INMY LIFE - Beautiful Moment in MyLife seems like a pretty
weak title to me -1 don't know). 1. 20.26
(I think this Hrst paragraph is indented too much also). 2 (indentatjon"). 26
I spentmy first six years studying inmyhometown for elementary school. At 12years old
(that should probably be spelled out since it's just a syllable - At twelve years old) 18. 23. 24
Imoved toAfferent city tocontinue my study injunior high school
(let's put an a in there - to a different city). 11. 23. 24
Whenpeople ask aboutmy life as a student I cananswer them thatmy life is the same as other ordinary
student
(that should be students - as other ordinary students - um • I don't know - it doesn't seem too relevant -
let's see). 8. 23. 24. 25. 26. 1 '
I startedmy dayat 06.00AM !
(it's military time - oh six hundred -1 started my day at 6 a.m.) 26. 18. 23
and ended it up at 11:00PM, that wasmy routine as a student. If people ask me what is interesting from
my life as student, I can give many stories that are interestingfrom my life as student
(ah - that's pretty repetitive - hafta ask him how he thinks he can fix t^t -1don't know - he seems to be
hedging here - I think he should just begin the story - takes him a whole nother paragraph it looks like -
well, let's get to it). 25. 4.26. 1. 2
One thing is very interesting that 1always remember is what my parents had taught me since I
was elementary student
(I think we have an extra verb there - One thing is very interesting that I always remember is what - yeh,
let's cut one of those is - One thing is very interesting that I always remember -1 think we maybe ne^
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another sentence here or something - my parents had taughtme since I was elementary student - an
elementarystudent? - or in elementary school?). 7. 17.23. 24, 11. 13, 25
They always taught me that I must leamas much as I can, because that is the only thing that they can
provide to me that I can use forever. That encourage me to leamabout many things
(that should beencouraged - T^^ encouraged me to leam about many things) 6. 23. 24
and always want to continue my studying to higher degree
(to a higher degree - insert ^ a there). 11. 23. 24
(Alright, here wego - now is where thescene of die story starts). 1. 2.26
Themost interesting class that I ever took was my algebra class. I took theclassfor my first twoyears in
the high school | |
(in high school - scratch out the the). 12. 23. 24
I fhiTik it was very interesting because that was the first time I became interested in mathematics, I never
likemathematics before j j
(he uses interesting twice, so I thinkhe should vary some word choice here - also it looks like wehave a
comma splice here - I think it was very interesting because thatwas thefirst time I became interested in
mqthftTn^Hrs.r-fYfntna I never lilcedmathematics before - yeh, we gotta comma splice here - let's I'll make
a note of that), 4. 20. 24. 16. 25.. '<26, 23
I remember the instructor's name:{ Nfr. Riko Khonto. First time I took his test
(the first time? - insert a the there| - The first time I took his test) 11. 23.24
I got very bad mark I '
(I got very bad marks I guess is what he wants to say). 23. 8. 26
So he called me to talk to me | i
(I would combine those two sentences.) 17 (combine sentences'). 24. 26
He asked me why I got very bad mark
(s) 8^ : ,
in his class ' i
(I would even combine that one - let's see, howwouldI do diat? - The first time I took his test I got very
bad marks - and he called and talked - ah - and he called and asked me why I got the bad marks in his
class - maybe something like t^t - anyway, the simple sentences kinda co^d becombined into more
complex ones). 17. 26. 25. 23 !
So I told him that I did not like mathematics, because I heard people said
(I heard people say I guess he means) 6.23.26
that mathematics was difficult He tried to convince me that my perception about matiiematics
(was - need a was there - mathematics was) 6.23. 24
absolutely wrong, and if I assumed something was difficult before I tried it by myself, it becomes really
difficult when I really try it i '
(alright, we got some repetition here with really and it seems to just run on here - let's see)
25. 4. 15. 26 I '
He tried to convince me that my perception about mathematics absolutely wrong
(was absolutelywrong), 6. 23 j |
comma and if I assimied something was difficult befrae I tried it by myself, comma it beccnnes really
difficult when 1really try it ' i
(I guess I get the gist al^utyaknow the teacher convincing him and his perception about math asbeing
hard - ah -maybe heisn'tr^y accurate orsomething). L 25. 26. 2
He gave me some advice too a^iit how to study mathematics by doing many example problems
(that's better). 26
After what he had done I became closer to Him
(I think we need a comma after that after what he had done). 16. 24. 26
1 did not hate mathematics anymore. I tried to do my best when taking his test
(test should be tests). 8.24
The result was not bad,
(comma) iust reading
in fact I really did well in his class
(ah -1 would call that a comma splice - um - that's two independent clauses). 25. 16. 17. 24. 26. 15
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One thing I really respected from myinstructor's personality was his discipline. Heorganized his time
very well. He taught me to org^ze my time too
(ah - that could be combined also j- the two sentences so very much alike with even the same verb - ah -
rU make a note of that). 25.17. 26. 24
He told me that the most valuable!,thing that I have now is my time , 'When you are getting old, it is
useless to regret what youhave alreadydone, so when youare still younguse your time wisely'
(ah - I guess that's a quote from tlie teacher - that should bedouble quotation marits instead of single - and
no capital is necessary there, I don't think - ah - actually it's a comma splice - ah - he hasn't really set up
that quote - He told me ^t thejmpst valuable thing Ihave now is my time and then he just strings die
quote along witha comma - that should be colon there or semi-colon andhe said <inserted - Til makea
note of that). ' |
25. 1. 16. 22 rcaoitalization). 26. 23. 15
Whathe had taught me is still imj^cts mypersonality today
^ad we can cut - What he taught me - uh - let's cut the is, too - what he's taught me still impacts - seons
like he feels the need to supply itwjo verbs here - is and impacts - oh, cut the is - impacts my personality
today - impacts is such a stronger jverb than the verb to be anyways). 6. 25. 23. 24. 20
I was really sad when I heard that he passedaway on November 13 last year, in 55 years old
(um -1 guess he means at 55 years old). 25. 13. 23
Sometimes I hc^ he is still ^ive and I can still have his wise advi
(c) 18.24
e.
These were someexperiences that I considered interesting during my life as a student.
Sometimes 1 really want to try something new besides school,
(comma) iust reading
may be like working
(may and be should be joined one word). 18. 24
Most people tell me that being student
(being a student - supply an a here - being a student) 11. 23. 24
is one of the most beautiful moment
(s) 8^
in life i |
(moment in life - that should be moments). 8. 23.24
Althou^ sometimes bored with'itll couldn't agree more with their opinion
(ah- weneeda comma there - ^though sometime bored widi it comma I couldn't agree more with their
opinion - that's it). 25. 16. 23. 26
(Um - let's see -1 don't know -1 feel like there's much here that's extraneous - uh - those first two
paragrap]^ could probably just ^ eliminated and just begin by jumping right into the story - so, the intro I
would say is not needed - could have begun at paragraph three - once into the story about the teacher, I
never get a clear sense of him probably because there's no physical desoiptions of the teacher -1 mean
that's something I really stressed for this paper, too, that I wantedkind of sensual descriptions - what else -
sigh - yeh, what does this guy look like? - or how did he dress? - was there any single experience that
stands out maybe? -1 would caU the material sparse - see, it just doesn't tell me a whole lot -1 would say
that the syntax problems here - the most glaring are the comma splices - he's got what three of them -
that's something he's gonna have to work on -1 would say the expression is maybe a little bit hampered by
the omission of articles - but that seems pretty typical for international students and Fm more concerned
aboutmaterial at this point -1 wo^d sayhe needs to focus more on just a sort of single experience and to
supply a lot of details about the' experience and maybe how it affected him in the long run as a student).
25. 26. 1. 2. 22 (problems with syntax'). 16. 11
I
#11 I 1
(Lastly, Awakening - Awakening sounds like a good tide -1 like it). 26. 1. 20
Living asa student h^jsojme aspect offun but also lots of troubles
(aspect should probably be asp^ts - plu^). 8.24
Studying and doinghomework ^ the main things wehave to do. The hardest thing to do is to do the
exams
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(we have to do in there twice -ilet's make the second to do take - The hardest thing to do is take the
exams). 4. 20. 24. 23 |
I usually studyuntil one o*clockin themorning when there is an examthat day
(that seems a little backwards When there is anexam» I usually study until one o'clock in themorning -
I think maybe he should begin it with what he ends up with here).
2. 17. 24. 23. 26
Every students mutst have the s^e experienceof that
(every student, so that should singular - must have the same experience - probablv cut of thatV 8. 23
24.20 j 1
After all, comma studyint is not as hard as I thou^t, comma
(is he talking in first or third person here? - Every student must have the same experience -1 thought if we
regularly review thematerial -iwait a minute - letmestart this one over again - After all, studying is not
as hard as I thought, if weregiilaiiy review thematerial every day - ah, yeh- I thinlr he's not surewhether
he's talking in the first or third,p^onhere - we should make that we and I since he seems tobegin infirst
person - regularly review the material every day - that seems sort of redundant, too - regularly and every
day - sort of imply the same thing). 22 flst/Srd person^. 25. 26. 4. 24. 23
Having using thismethod | |
(having used - that should protebly be used- Having usedthis method) 6. 23. 24
of studying, I hardly believe tlmt not even it improves my grade but also saving my times onstudying
(wow - that's kind ofawkwardly worded - um -1 hardly believe that it doesn't improve my grades? -
something like that - commabut dso saves time- can cut the rest). 25. 20.17.8.26. 16. 6. 23.24
However it was not the hardest thing
(commaafter however - However commait was not the hardest thing) 16. 23. 24
after we (again he's switching|back to third person - that should be first person - However, it was not the
hardest thing after we found out that doingwhat the teacher wanted us to do is the hardestone - one what?
- and also us should probably beme - tiiat oneis pretty vague). 22 nst/3rd person'). 1. 23. 24. 20
The worst thing was when theteacher force or dictating us todosomething she/he wants (was should
maybe beis - The worst thing is when the teacher forces ordictates us todosomething he/she wants - ah -
I don'tknow - I'm not sure the tense here whether he's telling this in past tense orpresent tense - I assume
it's present tense because hebe^s by sort of talking about living as a student how some aspects of fun
also lots of trouble - soI guessil would change this tois and forces and dictates - make that parallel - The
wca^t thing is when that teacher,forces or dictates us todo something - yeh, sounds right).
6, 24, 23, 25. 26. 1. 22 ^parallelism^
It happened when I was iiihigh school for the first year. I was 15 years old. I was nervous for
having new classes. I was noti^ed tohandle things by myself
(hand - Iwas not used to handling] things by myself - handle should be handling). 23. 6. 24
Usually I got my brother in the same school, so he would be the one that help me. Here I was taught a
new class, called chemistry. The teacher who taught that was not very friendly
(we've got some simple sentOTces|here that maybe could be combined - also the one that help me should
probably be helped me - teacher does notneed to be capitalized).
17 (combine sentences). 6. 22 (capitalization! 23. 24
On thefirst day she taught us, shehad show us 'no mercy'
(no mercy in quotes - looks likehe's also trying tousecliches maybe to sound more American or
something - On the first day she^ taught us, comma she showed - it shouldn't be had show - it should be
showed - verbpast tense here - rather than pastperfect).
16. 20 fclichdsV 26. 6. 23. 24 , ,
She named hundreds ofrules that ifwe happened to disobey them we would get penalty without warning
anymore , ®
(named is probably not a proper,word choice here - shegavehundreds of rules? - or she toldhundreds -
um, I mnot sure - orshe had hundreds ofrules that if we happened to disobey them we would be
penaUzed? -get penalty sounds strkge -we would be penalized without warning - Idon't know why
there's anymore at the endhere - let's cutanymore andmake getpenalty into be penalized) 20 24 23
25.26.6 ! '—'—'
I wouldn't dare to break her rules ,
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(againTm not sure whetherhe*s talking in presentor past tense-1 assume he*s telling something from the
past, so maybe all these present, tense verbs should be past tense).
6. 1. 24. 26
The worst thing is that her voice was unclear
(that's strange, because there's is ^d was in the first sentence, so maybe it's just a matter of not
recognizing what is the past tense verb of to be - the worst thing was that her voice was imclear). 26. 6.
23.24
She taught very fast ,
(the first is should be a was). 24. 6
One day I happened to ask her to please slow down and explain more details about current lessons. It was
nothing else that could surprise me more than she got angry
(diat's a little bit awkward - 1coul^'t have been surprised morewhenshe got angry,maybe?). 17. 23
She did not like to be interrupt in class
(interrupt should be interrupted). 6.24
1 was, comma thus, comma punished for being annoying in class
(that's pretty good). 26
I was shock and didn't know what to do
(shock should be shocked -1 was shocked and didn't know what to do). 9. 23. 24
I wondered if it was my faults
(fault I think he means here - my fault). 8.23.24. 26
I was desperate but also angry, cbmma anywayI was to yoimg to handlemyself, I thought (1don't know if
I would call this a comma splice - J think anyway is maybe misused here - it could probably be a
substitution for but - maybe because he already uses but - I was desperate but also ai^ry, but I was to
young to handle myself - yeh, I'll let this slide I guess - to should be t-o-o instead of t-o). 16. 20. 19. 24.
25. 26. 18. 23. 15 |
Later, I found out it wasn't really only me who experienced her attitude, there were several of my friends
that complain about it too
(should probably be complaint). 6.24
The fact was she did not want to be criticizes
(that should be criticized). 6. 24 i
She dictated us not taught us
(the use of dictated there is sort of strange - she dictated to us? - or she dictated over us? - and then
probably need a comma there, too - not taught us). 20. 23. 13. 16. 24
First, comma we didn't want any trouble
(ah, wait - first, comma we didn't want any troubles - troubles should be trouble), 25. 8. 23. 24
comma so we remain silent and hope that it would
(it should be remained and hoped - again he's messing up the present and past tense - that it would) 6, 24.
26.23
over
(that it would end? - he seems to be using the word over here to mean end). 20. 26. 23. 24
Day goes by day, it didn't change
(let's just cut the goes there and he's all set - Day by day, it didn't change). 20. 26. 23. 24
She seems to be so critical in grading my exams
(again past tense - past tense should be used instead of present), 6. 24
but it was truewhenI foimd out slie hadmade a mistake tomygrade. I askedher about that andhoped
that she might give me some pomts for return. She didn't accept that, comma she even tried to seek
another mistake from me j
(that looks like a comma splice - she didn't accept that - and - maybe and needs to be supplied there -
either that or a semi-colon - to seek for another mistake from me -1 guess he means she tried to find more
mistakes after finding - after he complained).
16. 19. 24. 23. 1
Some of my friends had the saihe experience too, so we decided to bring this problem to the School
Principal
(ah - doesn't need to be capitalized - School or Principal). 25. 22 (capitaTiyati.on). 24
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Hequickly evaluated what we^d and called the teacher tomake a judgment. After all, everything was
fine at last. She promised that shewould not do that again and this would notaffect our grades.
I was terribly glad that everything is fine now
(either that should bewas and was oram and is -1 was terribly glad that everything was fine - again,
maybe). 6. 23. 24
I learn how to handle things andmake a goodjudgment from this experience, speciallyfrommy School
Principal
(that should probably be I learned' how to handle things and make good judgments - judgment should be
judgments, maybe? - from this'ex^rience, especially - specially should be especially - and School
Principal again doesn't need capit^ization).
6. 8. 23. 24. 18. 22 fcaoitalizatioh)
It was really awakening of my new own life
(maybe that should be an - it was really an awakening - andI would just cut of my newownlife which
doesn't seem really to be needed here - um - and that's it).
11.24.23. 20. 25.26
(I would say thematerial'is - is fair - he chooses an experience that - cough - excuseme - he
chooses an experience thatclearly hada profound effect onhim -1 wonder, though, if he couldn't have
described the scene in more (tetail - ah - give the setting -1 guess - give the setting some visual images to
make it come alive, maybe -1 :^dn't get a clear senseof where the experience happened - whetherin tiie
U.S. or in Indonesia or wherever he was - or againwhat the teacher looked like - no physical descriptions
reallyhere -1 think themain problem here lies in expression andparticularly in -1 don't know - the
expression seems tobejust cluttered byproblems like- hold on - catproblems here - get down - um,
alright- whatwas I saying? - oh, expression seems to bemuddled by all of theproblems in verb tense -
don't know if that's really a problemwith his expression as much as correctness - but again seems like a
problem pretty typical of international students - all of die verb tense problems are probably just going to
comewith practice - I guess also here's the ccmfusion between the shiftingpoints of view I and we -
betweenfirst and third person - I thinkwith the - with the commasplices -1 wouldgive this a lowpass on
correctness - and I wouldgive it ai C on material, organization, and expression -1 wouldsay it's just a fair
paper). L 25. 26. 20. 6. 22 (lst/3rd person). 16. 2
TA3
#12
(Something That Has Changed My Life).
Many years ago, 1 felt that I was the luckiest girl in this world. I was bom in a good and happy
family where all of the family's members love each other. I also have good uncles, aunties, cousins and
friends who love me very much and vice versa. Whenever 1needed them, they would be there for me,
especially my father's elder brother and his wife. They lovedme more than anyone elso because they
didn't have any daughter
(s).2^
and additionally we had been living together in the same house for years. In fact, I could say that I was
closer to my uncle and aunt thaji to my parents, because my parents were busy working all the time and
they didn't spend much time withitheir children. On the other hand, my aimt didn't work outside (she
helped my father at home) and my uncle only worked from 08.00 am to 05.00 pm. So, I spent most of my
time with my uncle and aunt. We would eat, watch TV, go to the movies and do many things together.
Love and being loved, I really thought that the world was a great place to live until...
(Good transition). 2
One day, my aunt got
(had) 24.6
a stroke suddenly. She became unconsious
(awkward - She became unconsious) 23. 20
and was put in Intensive
(in an Intensive) 11.23
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CareUnit in Indonesia's hospitd. Day by day, her condition was becoming worse andworse. At that
rime, I was really scared. I wasafraid that I would lose her and never sawher
(see her) 6.23
^gatn. I never lost someone I
(I had never lost someone I) 6. 23
loved before and although I didn't know exactly whatwould happen after that, I just couldn't imagine that
(awkward). ^
I kept praying day byday and alsked for God's help. What a miracle, she passed hercritical condition and
woke up. However, she still ne^ed to be hospitalized for several months.
Sincemy auntwashospitalized, I spent most of my time in the hospital taking care of her.
Everyday, after classes, I would go home, eat with myuncle (my uncle cooked),
take
(another missing article - a) 11. 24
shower and then go to the hospital, and spent the rest of the day there. On weekend
(On weekends), 8. 23 j
1would stay in the hospital withmy auntuntil moming. Although many people said1wasslimmer than
before, and 1 looked very tired, but
(no conjunction) 19. 24
I didn't feel anything. I just knew that I loved herlikemyown mother andfelt happy to takecareof her
and spend mytime with her. hi addition, I thought she also needed me because she was paralyzed or
maybe I wasafraid that I would lose her so I spent more time with her thanever. Everything wentfine
after that until...
One month later, my imcle died suddenly because of
(a) 1L24
heart attack. It was Sunday. That moming, when I camebackfrom tiiehospital, he opened the door for
me and told me that he had bought breakfast for me. Usually, I would eat widi him, but that day I felt so
tired and I told him that I would like to sleep for a whilefirst. If only I knew that was the last time I
(would see) 6. 24
him ... He went out with his friends in the afternoon after having lunch with my father and never came
back again.
If I thought of death, I would fhinlc that my aunt was the one who was going to die ^ow many
pagesis this? - wayover theword-count limit - If I thought of death, I would thinkthatmy auntwas the
one who was going to die) 26
first instead of my uncle. At leiast, it was reasonable because she was sick. On the other hand, it just
(didn't) 6. 24
make sense for me,
(run-on sentence) 15. 24
my uncle was in good health, he went out with his friends and never came back, and they just told me that
he had a heart attack after drinking coffee. Was it his destiny to die that way or was it my destiny to lose
someone I loved?
(Good personal contemplation there). 1.26
Anyway, attending my uncle's funeral, I couldn't describe how I felt exacdy. I felt there was
something very heavy in my heart; sad, upset, lost, angry, afraid, questions, etc. mixed up together. Tears
keptrunning down from myeyes ^d I couldn't stop them. I wasn't someone who cried easily andthat
wasn't my first time to go to a funeral either, but it was just so different. I knew that my life would change
after that, although I didn't knowihow.
I didn't need to wait so long to figure out what would change, because I figured it out soon after
the funeral. Our house was so quiet witiiout my uncle and my aunt
(my aunt was still in the hospital), no one cooked for me nor ate with me, no one listened to what
^ppened in my school and classes, and the
(worst) 22 (superlative). 24
was I couldn't tell my aunt about iny imcle's death
(the ? sentimentality). 28
I needed to keep it as a secret
(a secret) 17. 24
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or otherwise myauntwould getpother stroke, which would cause her death. Lowing oneperson was
enmigh for me, thnngh I didn't wantto loseany. I needed to act as if
( )Z1
nothing happened even when my aunt started toquestion why my uncle didn'tcome for several days
(she's lying toheraimt, too). ^
I lied to her and told her that my uncle went to Beijing to check up
(on) 13.24
his health. She
< )32 ;
didn't believe that, but I could coiivince her by acting so well. I never imagined that I could be such a
good liar and actress. However, deep inmy heart, I was crying and I really wanted her to stop questioning
me. I felt painful, I missed myiuncle andI wanted torunoutfrom this reality, but I couldn't. This was the
first time I needed to handlemy ownproblem. Noonecouldhelpme, neithermy friends nor cousins. It
was about my feeling (no, it was about your feelings). 25. 23. 8
Theycouldn't uinderstand it because they weren'tclose to myuncle and theydidn't live and facemy aunt
everyday
(?)• ^
Fortunately, after struggling forl a long time, 1could get over it.
One year later, my aimt diedbecause of her second stroke. That was not longafter she found out
(about) 24, 13 ,
myuncle'sdeath. I wasn't therje in my hometown and I didn'tattend herfuneral. Although I felt bad, but
this time
(don't need the conjunction - Although I felt bad, this time) 19. 23. 24
I was quite prepared already, because shewas putin the Intensive Care Unit for oneweek before she died
and I had expected that before. 11 didn't know whybut 1felt she would go and leave me
^eave me - I don't know the tone; the mood - the order is self-indulging) 26. 3. 28
I was ready to let her go, yet I Mssed her evenuntil now. I missed bothmy uncle and my aunt verymudi.
Sometimes, I felt that they were still alive and theywere always by my side guidingme. Hopefully, they
really are.
(Well, apart from a few grammatical - several grammatical errors, the content's good, the tone's
a bit sentimental but so much of an improvementfrom past writing - think FU have one more cigarette and
grade one more paper). '
22 (general granamar'). 1. 3. 26. 25
#13
(He talked to me about wri^g about the loss of his dog, but wrote it looks like about something else -
Wanna gooutside - Have to let'my dog out - okay - one more paper - Nothing but lies -Good kid - 1like
this kid - six himdred and sixty-six words).
26.25
I am 13 years old and at the time 1am not a very studious, hard working person. In fact, I am
always looking for the easiest way out of situations; in oAer words, I am pretty much lazy.
So I am in class taking my final physics exam, when I decide to take out of my pocket a small
cheat sheet I made last ni^t containing all &e formulas and things I need to know. So I take it out and I
put it in my hand. It seems like seconds
(become into - become) 13. 24
hours, like
( )27
I had
( )27
there for the longest time. I feel how my hand starts sweating,
(he's doing a good job ofusing'present tense, bringing the reader right into the situation)
6. 3. 26
then I start looking around nervously and all I can think of is the Hamn cheat sheet I have in my hand. I
cannot even concentrate on the problems I know how to do. I have not even seen the cheat sheet yet and I
am already trying to get rid of it. Then 1 realize that I won't get anywhere with it, but it is too late.
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"Guerrero!" the teacher say
(the teacher says). 5, 23
I look up at him
(need a comma) 16. 24
hoping he is calling me for
(an) 11.20.24
other reason but about what 1 have in my hand
(a little awkward). 20. 26 ,
"What do you have in your hand?" he said
(tense - tense shift). 6. 24
Now I am horrified and my he^ starts pounding and racing like one of those Indian drum chants. I cannot
say anything and I slowly begin toopen my hand hoping it would magically disappear or that somehow the
teacher would not see it. Then after he sees the cheat sheet he takes my exam away from me and gives
me an "F' in that right moment (awkward). 20
I am, almost in tears in front of the class begging formercy, "PleaseSir do not takemy exam away," but
what had been done was done. !
Later, at the end of diejexam 1 am going to
(I am) 23 fmodelinfy whenfollow^ up bv correction)
talking with the class president ' '
(Later on, at the end of the exam I am talking with the class president). 20. 23
He is a good friend of mine and he is highly respect
(ed) 9. 24
amongmost of the teachers, and for some reason lost in my despair I think
(I'll let my dog in) 26
he can help me.
"But Adrian, was the cheat sheet yours?", he askedme. "No.", I said. "I thought it was a piece
of trash on the floor and I was just picking it up so I couldput it into my pocket."
(Good dialogue). 26. 1
Even I do not believe what I just said. The worst of anything
(awkward) 20 i
is that when I said those words I felt terrible inside. I had just finished lying to a good friend of mine. I
feel as if I am betraying him, and in fact I am. I am betraying his trust in me. In thesemoments of
hopelessness and anguish I want to get anybodyon my side, no matter what tl^ cost
Things are getting worse. Since there is no turningback now, the one lie
(but did he know you were lying, Adrian? - Thingsare gettingworse. Since there is no turning back now,
^e one lie) 26 . ' '
I started out with would easily lead to another; and it would hurt me when I have to lie to my closer
friends and to my family. I wish I had said the truth
(I wish I had told the truth) 20 (said/told). 23
from the start to avoid all of this mess. Now I imderstand that the consequences of my lies are far
( )^
worse than the actual consequeiices of getting caught cheating. Actually, I do not mind too much
(he stays consistent with what I asked for a life-changing event - he's got his realization - Now I
understand that the consequences of my lies are far worse than the actual consequences of getting caught
cheating. Actually, I do not mind too much) 2. 26
the "F* because it was what I deserved, but lying just bugs the hell out of me.
Even j
( )27 ;
now I do not like to talk about it because it was such a shameful situation that fills me up with shame and
dishonor
(he's appealing to the teacher here, I think). 3. 26
From that moment on my way of thinking had changed definitely. From then on I would take full
responsibility
(for) 13.24
my actions. Most important, however, I foimd out that nothing was wors
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(e) 18. 24
than betraying the trust of your friends and family because essentially those are the things that are most
important
(A lot fewererrors than . I wonder what happened to the story about the dog. Even though it
works because we know the act is dishonest, the way he writes it he's not a dishonest person - so, for a
personal narrative it's successful - heuses good dialogue - some of his phrases are awkward, but - he's an
interesting student - he's gonna be oneof the top of the class which is good - but I'm hungry and I'm
done). 26. 22 (general grapiinart T 20. 2 (personal narrative)
TA4
#14
(The first paper I am going to do is called My Life As a Student.)
I had a good experience in writing when I was in senior high school because I liked Indonesian
Language class. But of course, I could obtain good grades at that time because 1wrote in Indonesian. I
always be a favorite student in my Indonesian class
(change be to was). 6. 24
My teacher, Mr. Frans, liked my achievements that I have beenmade
(just sayMr. Frans likedmy acMevements - I cutout that I have been made). 21. 23. 20
He would always be my favorite teacher also
(He was always my favorite teacher - that's what it should read). 23. 26. 6
That is why everytime there is a test
(I change it to past tense - That was whyeverytime there was a test), 6. 23. 26
I study very hard to get a good grade
(I studied very hard to get a good grade). 6. 23
And this impressed him. I love to write, but I think it is even harder to write in foreign language
(decided that should be in a new paragraph - that sentence should be in a new paragraph and I added an a
in front of foreign language). 2. 11. 24
They have idioms, phrases, or else to be learned
(T changed it to they have idioms, phrases, and other things to be learned). 20. 23. 26
My high school used to set a requirement in Indonesian language's test, that is: writing a composition! A
lot ofmy friends hate to write b^use they don't know what to write and how to explore their thoughts to
the writing
(I changed to the with through writing), 13. 24. 26
but I like it very much! The lest usually give us several topics to choose
(well, I didn't correct that on her paper, I guess, but it should be The test usually gives - gave us several
tc^ics to choose from). 25, 26. 23. 6, 13
I always be the first student who finishes very quick
(I put I always was the first student to finish). 23. 6. 21. 26
I don't know why I did that, I just feel very enjoy when I write and my thoughts seem overflowed that I
want to write it ^1 very quickly
(I changed that sentence to I don't know why I did that, I just enjoy writing and my thoughts seem
overflowed that I want to write it all very quickly). 17. 23. 26
That is my successful writing in Indonesian but I don't know about writing in English. Sometimes when I
write in English, I get stuck with my mind. I want to say something or to express my feeling into my
writing, Imt it seemed very hard to find the right words
(I changed that to sort of a present tense since she's trying to speak, I mean she's trying to bring it to the
present, so she's saying Sometimes when I write in English, I get stuck with my mind -1 changed it to I
want to say something instead of wanted - or to express my feeling into my writing, but it seems instead of
seemed very hard to find the right words).
6. 23. 26
I got upset when this is happened
(I tried to change that to present tense -1 get upset when this happens). 6. 23. 26
I also know my one weakness, that is. correctness. Last time in my EngI 10IC class, 1got minus five
because of my correctness!
on that paragraph, I commented yes - sometimes you can express your feelings better in one
language better than in another - I guess my comments are a little grammatically skewed). 26. 25
(.And then I think she should start a new paragraph after her comment about the English lOlC class where
she said . . . ) 2. 26
I thinkone thing that motivated me to write is writing a diary. Since I was a litde girl, almost every
single day, 1wrote everything that I remember in my diary. When I met someone, I wrote about it. \ '^heu
I sad about something, I also wrote it
(I changed that toWhen I was sad about something, I also wrote about it). 6 (missing verb). 23. 26
I like to express my self in writing. Maybe I was too shy. so I don't wantanybody to knows me
(I put Maybe I am too shy. so I don't want anybody to know me), 6. 23, 26
I think I just want to write about my life on papers
(1 changed that to paper). 24. 8. 26
But now, 1 get very busy, that I cannot spend a timejust to write a diary
(I changed that awkward sentence to But now I gel sobusy that 1cannot spend time just to write a diary).
17. 23. 26
I still wanted to, though
(1 changed that to I still want to - she seems to have a problem with tenses - as far as that paragraph goes,
I thought it was very well organized actually compared to the other ones).
23. 6. 2. 26
I don't thiokmy parents have affected me to write because they seemdon t care whether I want
to write or not
(change that to because they don't seem to care whether I want to writeor not). 17.6. 23
If I want to
(be a) 6. 11.24
writer that's fine with them, if I don't want to be a writer that is okay too. As long as my life or my job is
goodfor me. they will support me. Actually she will support me ((my father is dead already for 10yrs
long)). My mother likes to write, but not writing a book, she just likes to write letters to me
(1 just changed that to My mother likes to write, but she just likes towrite letters tome - actually die like
- when Elty wrote it the like was she just like to write letten to me - I changed it to likes). 17. 26. 6, 23.
24
Her letters very
(po - Her letters very) 23
poedc
(she's missing a verb, so I threw in an are)! 6. 24. 26
She is very religious, so she always mentions about Jesus in her letters
(I changed that to she always mentions Jesus in her letters). 23. 13. 26
She would also want me to write as long as she did, but sometimes I don't know what to write. But cme
thing for sure. I will write back.
That is all about my involvementin writing. I reallywant to be a proffesional writer, but I find so
many weaknesses to be fix€^. As a student in ISU, I will someday have to write. My major is graphic
design, and I'm sure writing is important in my major. I still have to write when1 present my project or
my presentation. I know deeply in my heart that writing is very, very imix)rtant in my future. 1 really want
to try my best to write better.
(Um -1 think in general this paper in she had some really good examples and how her experience
shaped her writing - um - I told her to focus on the organization of that good paragraph - look at that good
paragraph that she wrote that was well-organized and maybe model her other paragraphs on that - she
should also work on verb tenses since her present tense and past tense are often mixed-up in places). 25.
1.2.6
#15
(These students did these papere - they handwrote them and I can not hardly make it through his. but I will
try). 2^
As a student, my life was simple and boring (his paper's called my Life as a Student).
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As a student, my life was simple and boring. All the things I can do were rushing for classes,
(and) 19.24
rushing for assignments
(I changed it to All the things I did were rushing for classesand rushing for assignments).
23. 6. 26
The only class which made me,have a different feeling about my life in school is my Engineering 101
class. I done the course at Fall 1995 in Iowa State University
(I changed that to I took the coune in Fall 1995 at IowaState University - he seemed to have the in and
the at mixed up). 23. 6. 20. 13.,26
I really enjoyed during theclass I
(I just changed it to I really enjoyed the class). 23. 13.26
My instructor in the class is Dr. Alday. He is the most helpful and patient instructor I ever met
(I drew in a have before ever). J24. 6. 26
He tiled all bis best to help us.eiUier in class or in anywhere
(I changed that to He tried his| best - I deleted the all - to help us either in class or outside of class). 23.
20. 26
Because of his clear and detail
(detail - detail) ^ !
explanations |
(I changed detail to detailed).'24. 9»26
I can easilly understood the course
(I took out the can and said I easily understood the course - there are spelling errors here, but I'm not
gonna get into those). 18. 6. 26 |
The classroom which is a large computer laboratory, with many new computers (that's a
fragment, so1took out thewhichjis and justputin a was - The classroom was a large computer laboratory
withmany new computers - helbriginally had computer insteadof computers). 14. 23. 8. 26
Even so, we had to share the computers during the class by two person had one
(I just changed that to instead 'of by two person had one to be with another person). 24.20. 26
Every time, the instructor • ;
(oh, boy -1 can't really read what he says here - any time the instructor takes the first hour of class as
lecturing hour -1 said the instructor used the first hour of the class as a lecture hour) 25. 26. 23. 9. 6
and the second hour will be the class assignments hour
(I said instead of will be I said,was). 24. 6. 26
I enjoyed doing my class assig^ents with my partaer. We discussed the problems with each other.
Sometime we argued with each during
(during) 23
doing our class assignments ;
(change sometime to sometimes -land I didn't catch the other error - instead of during I would say while
doing our class assignments) 9. 26.20. 23
because of we had diH'erent id^slabout that and then we sought help from our instructor and took his
opinion as our Hnal decision
(I deleted the of after because): 24. 20, 26
I enjoyed anddidwell' on the class assignments and all theprojects. ButI could not dowell
during the tests. I really hated :the tests because it made me feel nervous and uncomfortable. For the
tests, we had to write some language programs on paper and that was quite time consuming. Even though
I tried all my best to do it, I | j
(I can't read this -1 something ^can not complete the whole paper - oh, 1still) 26
can not complete the whole paper on time
(he has a tenseshift here and that' should be instead of cannot I think it should be could - couldnot
complete the whole paper on time). 6. 23. 26
From my experience, I found out that Iowa State University has a very good academic policy.
The idea of the school is tolet its student understand completely what they learnt
(instead of learntit should be spelled 1-e-a-r-n-t - change it to learnt- ^t's a prettygoodsentence,
^ough - will read itagain - From my experience, I found that Iowa State University has a very good
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academic policy. The idea of the school is to let its student understand what they learned - that's pretty
good), 18. 26. 23
Forejtample, from all of the assignments and projects we did, we canreally understand what we
(learned) 24. 18
and how to apply it to solve the problems we had
(he's pretty much restating something there - that's probably nota necessary sentence to be in there, I
guess - it's not really a for example). 4. 26
From the tests, we can only solve the questions when we understood the course
(I don't really follow his logic at all in this thing- um - and I told him dial although the paperwas
supposed tobe about more rhan one class, you give a nice overview ofdifferent aspects of the class that
you both liked and disliked - you need some help with grammar - work onverbs -1 didn't -1 guess I didn't
really spend a whole lot of time with him -1 should have given hima lot more marginal comments than I
did - um - anyway),
25. 2. 26. 1. 22 (general grammar), 6
#16
(She doesn't have a title for hers.)
I spent my high school years in Indonesia, my home coimtr)'. I went to a catholic school which
had very high discipline. Every day, 1had to wake iqj very early in the morning because the school started
at 6:40am
(that's pretty early). 26
My father drove me lo school by car. It look 20minutes from my house. Waking up in very earlymorning
was hard for me but 1 get used lo it
(I changed that to Waking up in the very earlymorning was hard for me but I got used to it - it's past
tense). 23. 6. 26. 11. 24
In junior high school,my gradeswere not so good. They were just a bit higher than the averages
of my classmates. I worked and studied harder in senior high school because I realized that I had to get
good grades in order to enter good university
(I threw in an a - a good university is what it should be). 11. 23. 26
At that time. I was still confused about which imiversity that I wanted to apply
(and I added a -1 added a to T-O after apply). 13. 24. 26
I also did not know what major that I would take. Everything seemed confusing.
Since I was in elementary school. I was interested in medical school. I had been lK>spitali^d for
a week when 1was in the third grade because of my appendix. I liked to see docton and nurses who cured
sick people and made them well
(I guess she doesn't really need to have and made themwell - should probablyjust end after people). 20.
24. 26
In the contrary, I could not stand to see people bleeding, suffering and even, dying
(I crossed off In the contrary - she doesn't r^ly need it at all - the sentence should just start I could not
stand to see people bleeding, suffering - or maybe she should throw in a however, I could not stand to see
people bleeding, suffering and even, dying). 26. 2. 23
If I were a doctor
(I don't think even dying is very good -1 would just say However, I could not stand to see people Hiding,
suffering and dying - If I were a doctor), 26. 20. 23
I bad to deal with all those things every day
(1 changed it to If I were a doctor, I would have to deal with all these things every day - instead of I had
to deal with those things every day). 6. 23. 26
In Indonesia, the best medical schools were in government universities. To enter these
universities, I had to pass the placement test which was held once a year. The competition for this test
was very high
(competition is misspelled). 24. 18
I had to compete with other students from all over my country. If I passed this test, it would take 6 years
to graduate from medical school. It was quite long but it would be longer if I failed the test. My second
plan, if I could not pass that test, was to enter private medical school. It would take 8 years or more to
graduate.
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My parents would always support me even though I had to study for8 years in private medical
school. They wanted me to be what I wanted to be. They also adviced me to think about other major
(I changed adviced to advised and major to majors). 24. 18.8. 26
I thought maybe it was a good idea since I fell that medical school was too tough for myself (instead of
myself, she should say me). 9. 24. 26
I began to think about agriculture. Since I was
(okay that's the end of a sentence - Since I was) 2. 25
young. I liked to watched my mother watering and taking care her plants
(it should be Since I was very yoimg - or since I was young I liked to watch mymother watering and
taking care of her plants - um - she's using watched 'cause she knows that it's a past tense sentence, but I
think she's getting confused that watch is part of the infinitive to - that watch shouldn't be watched - it
should be to watch - she's getting messed up there - it's part of an infinitive). 23. 6. 20. 25. 26
She was very interested in gardening. Sometimes, I helped her to fertilize the plants. I talked to my
parents about this and they suggested me to take agricultural business as mymajor
(I changed that sentence to I talked to my parents about this and they suggested that I take agricultural
business as my major). 23. 17. 21. 26
I thought this would be a great idea since I was also interested in eccMiomics. Another reasonwhy I took
thismajor was because Indonesia was an agricultural coimtry which would needmany employee in
agricultural area
(would need many employees in the agricultural area is what it should be). 8. 11. 23
My sister studied in Ohio State University
(I changed in to at - she seems to get in and at mixed up) 13. 26. 24
so my parents wanted me to continue my education in USA. too
(it should be the USA). 24. 11
I started to find which university had a good rank in my future major. Finally, I found that Iowa State
University had great program for agricultural business
(she should throw in an article - a before great). 11. 24. 26
Besides, the Iowa Stale University was located in a small town which was vwy convenient to live and
smdy
(I changed that sentence to Besides. Iowa State University was located in a small town thai was very
convinient lo live in and study in). 23. 12. 6. 21. 26. 20
My family had a relative who studied in this university
(again it should be at instead of in) 13. 24
so I knew a lot about this university from her. I began to correspondwith ISU in july 1994 and I decided to
apply to this school in February IS^5
(she needs a comma after 1994 - it's a compound sentence). 16. 24
Now, I am in the second semester for my freshman year
(instead of for she should use oO- 13. 24
1feel everything is great even thoughmy family and friends are far away from me. It is because 1 study a
lot of new things in her
(that in should be gone - should just say here instead of in here) 13. 24
and have new friends who are nice to me. 1 also like
(and have - It is because I stt^y a lot of new things in here and have new friends who are nice to me -1
^so like) 23
my classes and I think that I have chosen a right major for myself
(I put a comma in after classes because it's again a compound sentence). 16. 24. 26
Hopefully, I can finish my undergraduate study in spring or summer 1998.
(I thought she had a really tremendous grasp of English grammar • just a few correctness mistakes
and to me they seemed to be pretty minor - um -1 thought it was a really interesting illustration of her
thought process in selecting a major and a school -1 thought it was really, really - considering the
language barrier I thought this was a very well done diagnostic). 22 (general grammar). 25. I. 26. 2
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TA5
#17
(Okay, ihc assignment that I had given them the first day was to simply describe their hometown for mc -
um - to describe it for people that had never been there obviously, which was most of the class - ah - the
first student's paper - she says) 25. 26
My hometown is Pekan Pahang, Malaysia. Pekan is a royal town that located 35 kilometers from
Kuantan, Pahang which is the capital state of Pahang. There are three main races in Pekan which is
Malay, Chinese and India. Malay is the native language beside Chinese and Indian languages.
(Okay, basically this is just looking like standard nonnative speaking here - um - leaving out a few
articles, but it doesn't look too bad - um - she goes on to say) 25. 26. 11.3 (nonnative)
Basically, Pekan can be describe as a small town and consist of several villages. In Pekan, there
is Pahang river which is the lai^est river in Malaysia, is flow downnear the Pekan town. There are
several places that tourist like to visit while staying in Pekan.
(At least she's definitely following the assignment so far - again all's Tm really seeing here is just
leaving off some plurals once in a while - this isn't too bad.) 26. 8
Pennai Palace is the place where the Ruler of Pahang resides here
(hmm). 25
It is very beautiful palace with nice palace and royal garden
(okay - um - I'm assuming she's meaning just the building itselQ. 25. 1
If you happen to be here on Ruler's official birthday on 24thof October, you would be able to witness the
annual outburst of culture and tradition of Pekan's town.
The State Musemn of Pahang
(is) 24. 6
also located at Pekan. The Stale Museum are rich with collection of histcwical item
(okay - a few verb tense problems in here). 25. 6
The old history of Pahang. especially that of its ancient kings is well documented in this museum. Pekan
also boasts of its silk weaving centre in Pulau Keladi
(excuse my pronunciation), 26
Pekan
(okay that was part of the last sentence). 25. 2
This traditional silk weaving method has been passed down from generation to generation.
Since Pekan is located near the Pahang river and South China Ocean, it is the best place to cat
seafood. There are varieties of seafood like lobster, fish, king crab, prawn and oyster. The famous food
that made
(that made) 23
from fish
(hmm) 25
is called "keropok". It is very delicious and smell good.
Lake Chini is the most beautiful place. Pekan Lake Chini is well known with its natural and wild
preservation of environment
(she's definitely developing this well - she's very thorough - a lot more thorough than some of the other
ones). 2. 26. 1
Lake Chini is about twenty kilometeres from my house and it has its own myths that attracted many
people to know more about Lake Chini. The myths is about the mythical monster lurk in the deep of
waters and guards the lake
(um - she's says here that she ran out of time since this was an in-class assignment - um - it sounds - she
sounds like she's developing things very well - just a few really minor problems, but this is much better
than I thought it was going to be). 25, 26. 2. 1
#18
(He says)
Malaysia, a small multi-races country, is located within the boundary of South-East Asia. It is 7
degrees North of the equator, so the annual average temperature is around 81 degrees F.
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The South Oiipa Sea separates Malaysiainto two portions: East Malaysia and West Malaysia.
East Malaysia consists of two states, Sabahand Sarawak while West Malaysia consists of eleven states
(and he goes on to list those - um' - sofarFmkind ofwondering what exactly hishometown is - I'm ^ad
thathe's giving a geography l^son, but I'm kind of hoping he goes on to describe his town after this). 2^
25. 1.2
Midti-races has become one of the characteristics of Malaysia. M^ay, Chinese, and Indian are
the three major races in Malaysia. Others include Kenya, Bajau, Kadazan, and Iban. They all live
together peacefully under thecentral governmental system. Every race has its own custom andbelieve
(he's got a few words in here thatit looks likehe's going phonetically onhow he would say it, which is
perfectly imderstandable - let's see), 18.26.25
but all Malaysian will celebrate its festivals, doesnot matterhe or she is an Indian, Malay or Chinese
(okay, it looks like he's gonnaneed a little bit morework on someof - than someof the other students -
um - unfortunately, a lot of this l<x)ks like it's - it's articles and a few pronouns occasionally that he's
messing up and that's just gonnajtake time, I think - let's see). 25. 26. 11. 22 fpronounsl
They celebrate Chinese New Ye^
(okay, Tm not sure exactlywhichrace this is or whether it's all of them - um), 25. 1,26, 2
Hari Raya
(something I cannot pronounce), 26
Deepavali, Moon L^e Festivial, and so on
(and again I have no idea whether this is all of them that celebrate this or whether it's just one race).
2. 26
of food from difference races, so people live in Malaysia (so people -
25.21. 24, 26
' food and drinks
In Malaysia, we have many kind
kay, he*s leaving out a who here
have the chance to try aU kind o
(okay). 25 j'
Besides, Malaysia has a lots of natural resources; for examples; petroleum, timber, mines, and so
on. This helps to grow the economics in Malaysia. Manyof the forests in Malaysia have been reserved or
protected to avoid the green house effect
(okay - well, again Fm still wbnde^g wherehis hometown is fitting in here -1 -1 haven't seen it
mentioned yet - he may have misunderstood the assignment - um - and thought that I meant his home
country bemuse I did say to put in some any cultural things that would be relevant - imi - let's see). 2^
26. 1. 2 I
I would say, people no more live on the trees in Malaysia as what some foreigners think of
(well, eventhough his vocabul^ is - is limited - imi - and that he very definitely doesn'tsound like a
native speaker, he still manages to get the jokes across, so this could be interesting - um - so far Td say
he's the one who's going to need
25. 20. 26. 1 (Tokes^
#19
CThenext paper is - uh -1 cannot pronounce this name for the life of me is - she goes by XXX in class and
so Ihaven't had to pronounce it -j um -she starts) 25. 26
I left my hometown 9 years ago to study in Beijing. So in my m^ories, hometown is a paradise
site ofmy child hood |
(okay - tun - she's leaving out some pronouns). 25. 22 (missing pronouns')
I was bom in a quiet town of Szechuan province in China. My province is just like a bottom of a
bowl surrounded by high mountains
(no, I like that - tlmt image). 26J 25. 1
In old Chinesewords, we had:' To enter Szechuan is as difficult as going up to heaven (hmm - again I like
her image - um - I'll have to see if - well, I know what she means is that this is an old Chinese proverb of
sorts - but - um - might not be too clear at first reading - um - then she goes on to say). 25. 1. 26
But this unique geographic provides a great sightseeing of my hometown
(okay, she's definitely going to r^uire a little bit more woric - um - definitely would benefit from the
writing center - hope she goes - um). 25. 26
There we have plain, the gr^n and colorful plain
(something) 26 (imdecipherable handwriting)
a little bit more work).
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1
season and hills with forests and highmoutains hiding the wild lifes like pandas and great attraction the
nature gives to us
(again I'm likingher image- shejs.definitely - um- well, she's - she's following the assignment as far as
herprovince - and I like how she]s,describing it - it looks like she has very - well, insightful really isn't the
word Fm looking for - profoundis the wordI'm lookingfor - she has very profoimd thoughts - it looks like
her vocabulary is going to limit her a bit as far as getting across). 26. 1, 20
Also my hometown^ give me
(okay, we're gonna need to work on - on verb tenses) 25, 6. 26
a good
(give me a good) ^
memories of its delicious food |
(Ooh, boy - that's a problematic sentence - um, I wouldn't know where to even begin).
25. 26. 17
Since my province is famous for its Agriculture. And
(okay, she put a period there - alright,we're gonna haftaworkon somesentence boundaries - um). 16,25.
I
We had a mild weather, we got many kinds of vegetables at every season
(okay - again sentence boundaries). 25. 14. 17
I can remember at the farmer
(at the farmer) 23
market
(plurals again), 8
people never sell over-ni^t vegetables. No one wants to buy it. Life there is easy and comfortable. Food
there is so delicious and cheaper
(hmm), 25
it's not only famous in China, also famous in the world
(I'm assuming she means the f(x>d): 1. 26
Nearly every year, people will enjoy a new dish, and it wouldsoon become very popular (okay). 25
Life there is soeasy ' |
(she's already said that), 4.26 |
it seems people there are far away the competition
(she left out from - I just wanted to,put it there). 26. 13. 24
People enjoy good food at home or at restaurant, enjoy life in home or with friends, enjoy the beautiful
sightseeing during weekends. Life there is a enjoy fhtng
(enjoy thing?). 25. 23 j
You never feel the pressure. Like a American friend told me in Beijing: "Szechuan is my favorite place
in China." Yes, it's also my favorite out-of-world place to return
(okay, again her images are rei^ly good - she didn't really talk much about her actual hometown - in fact,
she never actually gave the namej of the town - she said it was inSzechuan province - she does - she does
describe the province and the way of life there -1 don't get a real -1 get a sense for the geography of the
landscape but not necessarily the 'geography of the town - um - although she did give some cultu^ - some
cultural information - that was nice - um again she's gonna take a little bit more work, I think - and will
probably need thewriting center)] 25. 1.26
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